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BHUSD candidates narrowed More Pride coming to WeHo in 2022
n Board will interview eight hopefuls in November

By AAron Blevins
The Beverly Hills Unified
School District Board of Education
has selected eight applicants to
interview in its effort to fill the
vacancy created after Vice
President Tristen Walker-Shuman
resigned in September.
After sifting through 20 applications during a special meeting on
Oct. 19, the board unanimously
voted to interview Michal AmirSalkin, Judith Friedman, Howard
Goldstein, Gabriel Halimi, Brigitte
Lifson, Judith Manouchehri, Robert
E. Myers and Aaron Reitman.
“For those watching, I do just
want to say that I appreciate all 20
people that applied to step up to
serve your community,” board
member Noah Margo said. “… We

can only choose one, but hopefully
there’s an election next November,
so please keep us in mind. We’ll
always be here.”
Amir-Salkin is a retired physician who has lived in the district for
25 years. She has children enrolled
in BHUSD schools but has no previous governing board experience.
Amir-Salkin has volunteered in
several capacities, including as a
member of the Beverly Hills
Education Foundation from 201519.
An attorney/advisor for PhilmCo
Media and Audacious Philanthropy,
Friedman has children enrolled in
Beverly Hills schools and has lived
in the district for 13 years. She has
served on several for-profit and
nonprofit boards, such as Safe
See Vacancy page 25

Ridley-Thomas suspended
after criminal indictment
n City councilman

allegedly involved in
2017 bribery scheme

n City hires JLLA to

help produce annual
celebration
By Brynn MecheM
After the city’s producer of the
annual L.A. Pride festival
announced it would move the
event from West Hollywood, city
leaders are aiming to host a new
Pride celebration.
More than 40% of West
Hollywood residents identify as
lesbian, gay, bisexual or transgender, and for 40 years, West
Hollywood has been the host city
for the largest LGBTQ pride
events in Southern California,
according to a staff report.
Historically, the city has hosted
the annual L.A. Pride parade and
festival, produced by Christopher
Street West. However, the nonprofit announced in 2020 that it
would move the event out of West
Hollywood, so the city now seeks
to organize and produce its own
Pride events.
On Oct. 18 the City Council
moved forward with a new vendor, Junior League of Los
Angeles, to help organize the
city’s Pride celebrations.
Following a request for propos-
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The L.A. Pride parade drew thousands to West Hollywood in 2019.
City leaders are now considering how to best celebrate Pride in 2022.

als on Aug. 5, the city received six
for Pride events that ranged from
single weekend events – such as
the L-Project Women’s Freedom
Festival and the AIDS/LifeCycle
Finish Line Festival – to monthlong projects.
Budgets for proposals ranged
from the cost of permit fee
waivers to $3 million. Though
they said they wanted the community to have a large, celebratory
event, many council members

By edwin folven
The Los Angeles City Council
voted on Oct. 20 to suspend Los
Angeles City Councilman Mark
Ridley-Thomas, who is named in
a 20-count federal criminal
indictment alleging bribery and
corruption.
The councilman, who represents the 10th District, announced
on Oct. 18 that he planned to step
back from his duties on the council but will not resign. RidleyThomas is charged for his alleged
involvement in a 2017 bribery
scheme that prosecutors said
occurred when he served on the
Los Angeles County Board of
Supervisors.
The indictment alleges that
Ridley-Thomas conspired with
Marilyn Louise Flynn, formerly a
tenured professor and dean of the
University
of
Southern
California’s School of Social
Work, to provide RidleyThomas’s son, Sebastian, with
graduate school admission, a fulltuition scholarship and paid professorship. Federal prosecutors
allege that Ridley-Thomas, in
exchange, supported county contracts that benefitted USC’s
School of Social Work.
Those contracts allegedly
included lucrative agreements for
USC to provide services to the
county’s Department of Children

balked at the price tag on several
proposals.
“If we talk about what one million dollars buys us, it’s in fact $1
million, and it should buy us
something that looks pretty good,”
Councilman John D’Amico said.
“Four months ago, we had a very
successful Pride, and I believe we
spent less than $200,000.”
Still, the council moved forward
with an approximate $2.4 million
See WeHo page 25

Hitch a two-wheeled ride in Hollywood
n Metro bike docking

stations create
citywide network
By Brynn MecheM

photo courtesy of Ridley-Thomas’ office

Mark Ridley-Thomas

and Family Services and
Probation Department, and an
amendment to a contract with the
Department of Mental Health that
would bring USC millions of dollars in new revenue, prosecutors
said. Flynn is also charged with
the same 20 counts as RidleyThomas in the indictment.
“This investigation should send
a message to public officials that
government contracts are not for
sale,” said Kristi K. Johnson,
assistant director in charge of the
FBI’s Los Angeles Field Office,
in a statement. “This indictment
reaffirms the FBI’s commitment
to rooting out corruption by holdSee Councilman page 26

Those looking for an environmentally friendly way to get around
Hollywood now have more options
as 12 Metro Bike Share docking
stations were added to the area.
The Los Angeles County
Metropolitan
Transportation
Authority joined the Los Angeles
Department of Transportation and
the city of Los Angeles on Oct. 15
to launch an expansion of the Metro
Bike Share Program in Hollywood.
The program allows patrons to
rent a bike from any station for
$1.75 for a single 30-minute ride or
for $5 for unlimited 30-minute trips
a day. The bikes can be ridden
throughout the city and docked at
any Metro Bike Share station.
“Bike sharing continues to be one
of Metro and the city of Los
Angeles’ key initiatives, and the
benefits are significant,” Holly
Rockwell, senior executive officer
with Los Angeles Metro, said.
“They provide a first-last mile connection, reduce car trips and most
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L.A. City Councilman Mitch O’Farrell, 13th District, rides a Metro bike to
celebrate the launch of 12 new docking stations in Hollywood.

importantly, they provide a healthy
and affordable mobility option.”
The expansion places both classic and electric bikes at 12 stations
throughout Hollywood at Franklin
and Fuller, Hollywood and
Highland, Highland and Sunset,
Hawthorne and Orange, McCadden
and Hollywood, Cherokee and
Hollywood,
Whitley
and

Hollywood, Ivar and Hollywood,
Hollywood and Vine, Fountain and
Vine, Yucca and Argyle, and
McCadden and Santa Monica.
The locations were chosen based
in part on community feedback and
consultation with the city of Los
Angeles. Rockwell said the expansion will allow the bike share proSee Metro page 26
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CALENDAR
Art exhibits

TAG Gallery is holding new exhibitions by five artists running from
Thursday, Oct. 21, through
Saturday, Nov. 13. Sunny Kim’s
“Cosmic Dream,” Sunhee Joo’s
“Love from a Distance,” Jennette
Nearhood’s
“Perception
into
Transcendence,” Gianna Vargas’
“Canvas, Paper & Wood” and
Lynne Russo’s “The Weight of the
World” will be on display. A reception will be held on Oct. 23 from 59 p.m. 5458 Wilshire Blvd.
(323)297-3061, taggallery.net.
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Academy CEO Dawn Hudson was integral in the development of the
Academy Museum of Motion Pictures.

Academy executive steps down
Dawn Hudson, chief executive
officer of the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences,
announced on Oct. 18 – just weeks
after the opening of the Academy
Museum – that her current term will
be her last as the Academy’s CEO.
“After more than 10 years and the
incredibly successful opening of our
new museum, I’ve decided, when
this term concludes, it will be time
for me to explore other opportunities and adventures as this can hardly be topped,” Hudson said in a
statement.
She said the organization has
achieved so much during her time
as CEO, including efforts to
increase representation and inclusion, the adaptation of the Academy
into a “digitally-sophisticated” institution and the development of the
Academy Museum.
“The board of governors and I are
mutually committed to a seamless
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transition to new leadership. I’m
excited for what the future holds, for
both the Academy and for me,” she
added.
The Academy declined interview
requests for Hudson and Academy
Museum director Bill Kramer.
Hudson joined the Academy as
CEO in 2011, and in 2012, the organization announced the launch of its
capital campaign to build the museum.
“The Academy Museum will be a
landmark that both our industry and
our city can be immensely proud
of,” she said at the time.
In her role, Hudson oversaw the
Academy’s 450-person staff in Los
Angeles, New York and London;
operations and outreach, including
awards, membership, marketing,
communications, finance and technology; the Academy Museum of
Motion Pictures; and the Academy
Foundation.
The foundation includes educational initiatives, fellowships and
grants, the Margaret Herrick
Library and the Academy Film
Archive.
With Hudson at the helm building
and overseeing its financial assets,
the institution has achieved
advances in technology and the
modernization of its infrastructure,
which have enabled greater global
outreach, member communications
and events, online voting and
streaming on the Academy
Screening Room, and a significantly expanded social media presence.
Under her leadership, Hudson has
driven significant diversity, inclusion and representation initiatives
across the Academy membership,
governance and staff. As a result,
the Academy more than doubled the
number of women and underrepresented ethnic/racial communities
within its membership through the
A2020 initiative, bringing in the
most diverse class in the organization’s history at that time. Hudson
also oversaw the creation of
Aperture 2025, establishing inclusion standards for Oscars eligibility,
to further the Academy’s efforts to
advance representation in the entertainment industry.
“Dawn has been, and continues to
be, a groundbreaking leader for the
Academy,” Academy President
David Rubin said. “Advancements
in the diversity and gender parity of
our membership, our increased
international presence, and the successful opening of a world-class
Academy Museum — a project she
revived, guided and championed —
are already part of her legacy.”
A search for Hudson’s successor
will soon be underway, and she will
have a vital role in the transition.

Photography of
Kennedi Carter

Join the Fowler Museum for an
online discussion with photographer
Kennedi Carter and curator Taylor
Renee Aldridge on the exhibition
“Photo Cameroon: Studio Portraiture
1970-1990s” on Thursday, Oct. 21,
at 4 p.m. at the Fowler Museum. The
program will explore Carter’s recent
series Flexing/New Realm, which
features portraits of friends
in historicallyinspired costumes
and
poses. Carter is
a fine art and
editorial photographer who
primarily focuses on Black subjects.
The program is co-presented with
California
African
American
Museum. Admission is free but
reservations
are
required.
eventbrite.com/e/dress-and-powerwith-kennedi-carter-and-taylor-reneealdridge-tickets-176738418367.

Adoption webinar

People interested in adoption or
foster parenting are encouraged to attend
a webinar by
the Children’s
Bureau
on
Thursday, Oct.
21, from 4-5
p.m. The presentation will be hosted by a
Children’s Bureau team member
(800)730-3933, all4kids.org.

HIV webinar

Life Group L.A. is holding a webi-

nar titled “COVID-19 & HIV:
How Do Supplements and
Medications Interact?” on Friday,
Oct. 22, from noon to 2 p.m., via
Zoom. Nelson Vergel, a 37-year
HIV survivor, health author, speaker and advocate, will lead the presentation. Registration is required
and an email will be sent with
Zoom information at 9 a.m. on
Oct. 22. lifegroupla.org/zoom.

Tarot cards talk

Village Well Books & Coffee welcomes real-life witches and tarot
card readers Amanda Yates Garcia
and Thea Wirsching for a
Halloween season discussion
on Friday, Oct.
22, from 7-8:30
p.m. Known as
the Oracle of
Los Angeles,
Garcia
has
been practicing
witchcraft and
tarot for decades. Wirsching is
author
of
“The American
Renaissance Tarot,” and the pair
will discuss the book and share
thoughts on spirituality and trauma
healing. Tickets are $10. 9900
Culver
Blvd.
shop.villagewell.com.

‘Duets’ at the
Broad Stage

The Broad Stage presents “Duets,” a
concert featuring Dianne Reeves,
Chucho Valdés and Joe Lovano on
Saturday, Oct. 23, at 8 p.m. Jazz
vocalist Reeves will join AfroCuban jazz artist Valdés and saxophonist Lovano for an evening of
duets. Tickets start at $60. 1310 11th
St., Santa Monica. (310)434-3200,
thebroadstage.org.

Cats of Japan

Cat lovers are invited to an online
Japan Foundation Los Angeles program titled “Kaibyo: The Supernatural
Cats of Japan: From Nekomata to
Nekomusume” on Tuesday, Oct. 26, at
7 p.m., via
Zoom. Writer
and
folklorist
Zack Davisson
will discuss the
secrets of Japan’s
“magic cats.”
Admission is
free but registration
is
required.
us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/W
N_uufk8VHJTkeCXTUF7RLdRA.

Mick Ebeling

Spend an evening with Brazilianborn songwriter Rodrigo Amarante
on Friday, Oct. 22, at 8 p.m. at the
Ford Amphitheatre. The concert
marks Amarante’s first performance
after the release of his second solo
album, “Drama.” Puerto Rican artist
Pachyman opens the show. Tickets
start at $35. 2580 Cahuenga Blvd.
East. theford.com.

Don’t miss a rare opportunity to hear
Mick Ebeling, founder of Not
Impossible Labs, speak on
Wednesday, Oct. 27, at 6 p.m. at PS1
Pluralistic School in Santa Monica.
With his mantra of “commit, then
figure it out,” Ebeling founded the
social innovation lab and production
company Not Impossible on the
premise that nothing is impossible.
Admission is free and open to the
public; RSVP requested. 1225
Broadway. psone.org.

‘Flickers From
the Crypt’

L.A Cancer
Challenge 5K

Rodrigo Amarante

Enjoy “Flickers From the Crypt,” a
spooktacular vintage film show on
Saturday, Oct. 23, from 7-9 p.m. in
the Social Hall at Little White
Chapel in Burbank. The evening
features a marathon of classic horror movie trailers from the 1930s
and 1940s, as well as classic cartoons and a costume contest.
General admission is $25. 1711 N.
Avon St. brownpapertickets.com/event/5270343.

Registration is open for the 24th
annual L.A Cancer Challenge inperson and virtual 5K walk/run to
be held on Sunday, Oct. 31. The
L.A. Cancer Challenge, hosted and
produced by the Hirshberg
Foundation for Pancreatic Cancer
Research, will be held on UCLA’s
Wilson Plaza. Registration is $45
for adults and $25 for youth 11 and
under. 425 Westwood Plaza.
lacancerchallenge.com.
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Beverly Hills welcomes new police chief
n Port of San Diego

chief of police starts
in November
By aaron Blevins
After reviewing 141 applications and conducting several
rounds of interviews with 13 candidates, an internal panel led by
retired Los Angeles County Sheriff
Jim McDonnell has selected the
new chief of the Beverly Hills
Police Department.
Mark Stainbrook, who is currently the chief of police and vice
president of public safety for the
Port of San Diego, will begin his
new role in late November. In the
interim, he said he will be studying
city policy and agreements.
“Honestly, I’m just excited, and
I’m ready to get to work,” said
Stainbrook, who recently retired as
a lieutenant colonel in the U.S.
Marine Corps after 32 years of service.
The new chief will take over for
Dominick Rivetti, who served as
the interim police chief after
Sandra Spagnoli retired in April
2020. Her tenure had been marred
by lawsuit settlements and allegations of discrimination and retaliation that began in November 2018.
However, Stainbrook said he
does not dwell too much on the
past, and he sees the city and
department having a bright future.
“My leadership style is a lot
about the success of my people;
I’m only as successful as they are,”
he said. “My job is to go in and

photo courtesy of the city of Beverly Hills

Chief Mark Stainbrook

create an … adaptive organization
where people can bring out the
best in themselves. When a new
leader comes in, that’s an opportunity for everybody to take a little
bit of a fresh start.”
As far as combatting some of the
high-profile crimes that Beverly
Hills has experienced, such as the
Il Pastaio robbery in March,
Stainbrook said he believes that
“everything goes back to the
basics,” such as high-visibility
patrols and community engagement.
“From what I’ve seen and what
I’ve read about the work that the
department’s doing, I think they’re
doing a great job, and [I’m] very
excited to come work up there,” he
added. “I think there’s a lot of
good police work going on, a lot of
good community outreach going
on.”
Additionally, Stainbrook said it

appears that the city has a “pretty
good game plan” when it comes to
managing demonstrations, as
Beverly Hills has had plenty of
practice as of late.
“I think it’s always important to
strike that balance of free speech
and making sure people have the
right to protest, but also that it’s
done in a way where it doesn’t
cause violence to others or damage
property and those kinds of
things,” he said, adding that he
was aware of the incident that
occurred on National Walk to
School Day, when students
encountered a group of anti-vaccine protestors.
Stainbrook said he was familiar
with the racial profiling allegations
that have been levied against the
department’s Rodeo Drive task
force, but he added that he does
not know much more than the general public. However, equity in
policing is of the utmost importance, he said.
“I’ve dealt with similar issues
over the years and in my career, so
I don’t tolerate any sort of racial
profiling or [by] any other means.
We have to follow the laws, the
applicable policies and procedures. I worked counterterrorism
for many years, and we kind of had
similar concerns, for example,
from the Muslim community.
What we look at is behaviors, not a
person’s race or ethnicity or gender or religion.”
In general, law enforcement has
been under heightened public
scrutiny over the last few years,
but that presents the department

photo by Aaron Blevins

The Beverly Hills Police Department will be under new leadership for the
first time since May 2020, when Dominick Rivetti was named interim chief.

with an opportunity for further
community
engagement,
Stainbrook said.
“I think our communities want
to get to know us, they want to
know the challenges and they generally really want to be supportive,
but we have to actually work hard
to push out that narrative and we
have to work hard to communicate
the things that are going on. If we
don’t, you know other people
will.”
Stainbrook said he is grateful for
the opportunity, though he is a bit
nervous. However, he is familiar
with entering a leadership position
in a somewhat new environment
(he knows the city fairly well from
his time with the Los Angeles
Police Department, which began
in 1995).

After beginning his law enforcement career with the LAPD –
where he served in the Hollywood,
Central, West L.A., Pacific,
Internal Affairs, Southeast and
77th divisions, as well as the
Terrorism and Special Operations
Bureau – Stainbrook joined the
Port of San Diego as an assistant
chief in 2011.
He said there are some similarities between Beverly Hills and San
Diego. For one, they’re both highprofile tourist destinations. Both
cities also have a high level of
community service and a mindset
that there is “no call too small,”
Stainbrook said.
“Beverly Hills is a first-class,
international city, and the thought
of being able to work there and
See BHPD page 26
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Police shutter illegal cannabis dispensary
By Edwin FolvEn

Beverly Press/Park Labrea News file photo

Authorities are conducting further tests to determine how a man
died near Rexford Drive and North Santa Monica Boulevard.

Deceased man found in BH,
cause of death pending

By Edwin FolvEn

The Beverly Hills Police
Department and Los Angeles
County Department of Medical
Examiner-Coroner are investigating the death of a man whose
body was found on Oct. 16 near
the intersection of North Rexford
Drive and North Santa Monica
Boulevard.
BHPD officials said patrol officers found the body at approximately 4:25 p.m. after police
received a report about an unresponsive man. Beverly Hills Fire
Department personnel pronounced the victim dead at the
scene.
BHPD detectives are investigating the case with the Los

Angeles County Department of
Medical
Examiner-Coroner.
BHPD Capt. Max Subin said
authorities determined there was
no threat to public safety after
finding the man but declined to
provide further details about the
case.
Sarah Ardalani, a spokeswoman for the Los Angeles
County Department of Medical
Examiner-Coroner, said the victim was in his 30s and his identity
was not being released pending
notification of next of kin. She
said an autopsy was performed,
but the cause of death was
deferred pending further studies.
Anyone with information is
urged to call the BHPD at
(310)550-4951.

BHPD investigates robbery and
shooting on Canon Drive
By Edwin FolvEn
The Beverly Hills Police
Department is searching for a male
suspect who shot a man in the leg
during an alleged robbery at approximately 8:45 p.m. on Oct. 19 in the
300 block of North Canon Drive.
Officers received a 911 call and
found the victim suffering from a
gunshot wound. Paramedics took
the victim to a hospital where he
was treated for non life-threatening

injuries, police said.
BHPD detectives are investigating the incident and believe the suspect fled in a light colored, four
door vehicle that headed south on
Canon Drive.
Anyone with information is
urged to call the BHPD at
(310)285-2125.
Anonymous
reports can be made by texting
BEVHILLSPD followed by the tip
to 888777, and by calling Crime
Stoppers at (800)222-8477.
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Investigators with the Los
Angeles Police Department’s
Wilshire Division have arrested
three people and permanently
closed a cannabis dispensary that
was allegedly operating illegally in
the 5300 block of Pico Boulevard.
Authorities raided the Ganja
Garden dispensary three times after
officers first noticed it operating in
late July, and each time, the dispensary reopened, said Detective
Marla Kiley, of the Wilshire
Division’s Narcotics Unit. After
recently determining the business
reopened again, authorities raided
the building on Oct. 6 and worked
with the city of Los Angeles to
have it permanently boarded up.
Kiley said it was the first illegal
dispensary in the city to be permanently shuttered for allegedly circumventing the city’s ordinance on
cannabis dispensaries.
“We were a test case,” Kiley
added. “It got a lot of eyes looking
at what would happen, and the ultimate outcome went very well.”
The detective said the process to
have an illegal business permanently closed requires multiple
steps. Each time the business was
raided, authorities confiscated
cannabis they believed was being

illegally sold. Officers also served
the business with a notice of unauthorized commercial cannabis
activity and posted a notice of the
intent to padlock, barricade and
fence the building. Each time, the
unnamed property and business
owners were given 10 days to
request a hearing with the Office of
Public Safety before further measures were taken, and the notices
were never appealed, Kiley said.
The Department of Water and
Power disconnected the electricity
after the first search warrant was
served on Aug. 4. Authorities later
saw the business open again and
found the operators had illegally
connected to a neighboring building’s electricity, Kiley said.
“We would serve a search warrant and arrest people and confiscate property, and they would
break in and start operating again,”
she added. “At the same time, we
were working with the city to get it
permanently closed down.”
Three people were arrested during the Oct. 6 raid and are facing
charges of illegally operating a
business selling a controlled substance. The defendants, Alan
Renteria and Christopher Nieto,
both 22, and Courtney Osowski,
24, were employees and not the
individuals behind the operation,

Kiley said. The detective did not
have the full name of the building
owner (only a last name of Ho), but
said the Los Angeles City
Attorney’s Office helped secure the
building’s permanent closure. A
spokesman for the city attorney’s
office is looking into the matter but
further details were not available
by press time.
“These people hide. A lot of
times they form a business with
multiple owners or an LLC so they
aren’t easily connected to the property,” Kiley added. “The operators
probably had some kind of
arrangement with the owners. I
only could find in the city’s computer system that there was no
license for a dispensary there, so
we shut it down.”
Kiley added that she doesn’t
believe there are many other illegal
cannabis dispensaries operating
within the Wilshire Division, but
encouraged people to call police at
(213)473-0250 if they know of any,
or e-mail 32556@lapd.online.
“A lot of stuff goes unreported.
We have had shootings at these
types of places in other [parts of the
city], and people have been
injured. We should not see that here
now. Once we took down the sign
and boarded it up, I think people
got the word.”

Doctor sentenced for prescription drug scheme
A physician with ties to a Beverly
Hills pharmaceutical company was
sentenced on Oct. 15 to 14 months
in federal prison for accepting nearly $800,000 in bribes and kickbacks
in a conspiracy that unlawfully
billed health insurers for compounded medication prescriptions.
Dr. Amir Friedman, 56, pleaded
guilty in October 2019 to one count
of conspiracy to commit mail and
wire fraud, and conspiracy to violate
the Travel Act, a federal law that forbids the use of the U.S. mail for any
purpose aiding bribery. Friedman, a
licensed anesthesiologist, violated
the fiduciary duty he owed to his
patients by accepting kickbacks and
bribes for writing prescriptions, federal authorities said.
Compounded drugs are tailormade medications that doctors may
prescribe when the Food and Drug

Administration-approved alternative does not meet the health needs
of a patient. From August 2013 to
May 2015, Friedman conspired with
New Age Pharmaceuticals Inc., a
Beverly Hills-based company, and a
marketer – listed in court documents
as Marketer A – to violate federal
law, prosecutors said. Insurance
companies under the California
Workers’ Compensation System
reimbursed
New
Age
Pharmaceuticals, located at 1147 S.
Beverly Drive, Ste. B, for dispensing prescription drugs and other
pharmaceuticals. Marketer A was
paid commissions for facilitating the
referral of compounded drug prescriptions, authorities added.
Marketer A provided pre-printed
prescription pads for compounded
drugs to Friedman and offered
Friedman kickbacks and bribes for

each prescription he wrote. After
Friedman wrote the kickback-tainted prescriptions, New Age dispensed the compounded drugs,
billed insurance companies for
reimbursement and shipped the
compounded drugs to patients using
the U.S. Postal Service, according to
prosecutors.
Friedman accepted $788,140 in
kickbacks and bribes – a sum he
received in the form of approximately 28 check payments that represented proceeds from the conspiracy. He admitted in a plea agreement that he was aware that the
compounded drugs he prescribed
were far more expensive than equivalents.
The FBI investigated the case,
which was prosecuted by Assistant
United States Attorney Poonam G.
Kumar.
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At the Time They Are Needed Most,
Donor-Advised Funds Empower
Charitable Giving
BY STEVE GAMER
In the realm of trusts-and-estates attorney Paul Gordon Hoffman, planned
charitable giving is every bit as personal as it is professional. A founding
member of the nationally recognized
Los Angeles law firm Hoffman, Sabban & Watenmaker, APC, Paul routinely advises clients on matters related
to charitable planning and how it fits
into the scheme of their larger estate
plans.
Away from the office, the attorney
practices what he counsels clients. For
Paul and his wife, Sue, giving back
plays a prominent role in their lives,
and their donor advised fund (DAF) at
the Jewish Community Foundation of
Los Angeles (The Foundation) provides the ideal charitable vehicle for
doing so.
While the Hoffmans sustain a range
of causes of shared importance to them
through the DAF they established in
2012, the charitable fund also enables
them to respond generously and nimbly
in times of crisis, including support in
the aftermath of catastrophes such as
the Santa Barbara wildfires and Louisiana hurricanes. Most notably,
though, it has been their charitable giving during the global pandemic that has
taken on personal importance, as the
couple stepped up their contributions
for COVID-19-related response and relief efforts.
“What is our donor advised fund for
if not to be used in a once-in-a-lifetime
event like the pandemic?” Paul asked
rhetorically, adding that The Foundation’s online COVID-19 Response Hub

provided a source to help them identify
vetted causes and programs worthy of
support.
He continued: “Our donor advised
fund enables us to support a wide range
of causes more efficiently and strategically, provides us with a lot of flexibility, and affords us access to The
Foundation’s helpful guidance with our
giving when we need it, as it has done
during the pandemic.”
Why did the Hoffmans, as well as
hundreds of others, select Foundation
DAFs as the best vehicle to conduct
their philanthropy?

Streamline Your Giving
DAFs offer many of the advantages
of a private foundation without the
costs and administrative complexities
of a private foundation.
One of the smartest ways to enhance
your philanthropy is by establishing a
DAF—essentially a charitable-giving
account—at The Foundation. It provides convenience and flexibility for
your donations, allowing you to give
more strategically. You can fund a DAF
with a variety of assets and can recommend grants to your favorite charities, Jewish or secular, on your own
schedule. You may select investment
options to potentially grow your fund
as The Foundation streamlines the entire process by handling all the administrative responsibilities, freeing you to
focus on the joy of giving.
The benefits of a donor advised fund
at The Foundation include:

• With an initial contribution of at
least $5,000 in cash, you can create
your own donor advised fund, receive
an immediate fair-market-value charitable tax deduction, and have your
charitable dollars in one convenient account where you can maintain total privacy about your giving.
• By using appreciated assets such as
marketable stocks and bonds, real estate, or interests in a limited liability
company to fund your DAF, in addition
to the fair-market-value tax deduction,
you will avoid all capital gains tax on
your gift. And, through thoughtful preplanning, a DAF can even help maximize tax benefits in the event of the
sale of a business.
• You can recommend grants of $100
or more to a nearly limitless range of
nonprofit organizations, Jewish or secular, locally, nationally, or in Israel via
24/7 online access to your fund. Plus,
you can review your fund’s balance
and giving history and add to your fund
anytime with a credit card or online
check.
• If your fund’s balance is $50,000
or more, you can access several types
of investment options providing diversity and potential tax-free growth of
your fund’s assets.
• Additionally, our Center for Designed Philanthropy offers complimentary philanthropic consultations and
educational programs on giving more
strategically. For example, we can help
you determine which causes to support
based upon your own passions and
fields of interest.
paid advertisement

• Finally, DAFs afford the ability to
name your children as successor donor
advisors, effectively creating the
closest equivalent to a private family
foundation without the cost and administrative hassles of establishing and
maintaining one.

Multigenerational Giving
Studies indicate that children whose
parents actively discuss giving are significantly more likely to become charitable adults themselves than those with
parents who do not. This same research
shows that charitable families volunteer
more and consider themselves happier
and closer-knit. That’s why we suggest
engaging your family early on to communicate your charitable values and
decision-making process.
To encourage their children’s philanthropic values, many Foundation donors
have opened DAFs for their children and
grandchildren as well, enabling them to
experience firsthand the fulfilling power
of giving at an early age.

DAFs, the Tax-Reform Act
and Estate Taxes
The income-tax reforms in 2018
changed the standard deduction and
raised numerous questions about its
impact on charitable giving. The need
for well-planned strategies to maximize

the tax benefits of your philanthropy is
essential. DAFs offer an ideal vehicle
for maximizing the deductibility of
your donations, including approaches
such as charitable-gift “bunching” or
via contributions of appreciated assets.
With respect to estate planning, a
DAF can be the recipient (upon death)
of all or a portion of the donor advisor's
IRA or other retirement plan benefits.
The family then controls 100% of those
funds for charitable-giving purposes
from the DAF. Comparatively, if the
heirs take the retirement funds personally, they would be subject to tax in
some degree irrespective of whether
estate taxes are applicable.

For the Good of Community
The only cost associated with a DAF
at The Foundation is a modest annual
fee which covers several important administrative and portfolio management
functions. A portion of that fee is reinvested in The Foundation’s own grantmaking to numerous causes throughout
our community—creating, in effect,
philanthropic sustainability.
To explore smart giving strategies—
and the fulfillment that comes with
them during these times when it
matters most—as well as ways to amplify the impact of your giving, please
visit www.jewishfoundationla.org or
contact us at (323) 761-8704, or development@jewishfoundationla.org.

About the author: Steve Gamer is vice president of advancement for the Jewish Community
Foundation of Los Angeles, which manages more than $1.4 billion in charitable assets and
distributed $116 million in grants in 2020 to causes locally, nationally, and around the world.
He has 30 years of experience working with individuals, families, corporations, and foundations to help them achieve their philanthropic vision.

City controller candidates support NASE appeal

photo by Dave Fraunces, The MBS Group

Television City’s Changing Lenses initiative helps young people get
training for careers in the entertainment industry.

Television City offers tech training
Participants in the inaugural
Streetlights electric training class
learn skills needed to work as a
lighting technician in the film and
television
industry
from
Television City professionals.
Television City, in partnership
with the nonprofit Streetlights,
sponsored a cohort of participants
in the job training, placement and
career advancement program.
The partnership is part of the
Changing Lenses initiative that
takes place at Television City,
located at the corner of Beverly
Boulevard and Fairfax Avenue.
The program prepares young professionals of color for careers in
the entertainment industry.
Former Streetlights program
member Matthew A. Cherry won
an Academy Award in 2020 for
the animated short film “Hair
Love.”

“Streetlights has set the standard for below-the-line production training and has a proven
and admirable track record of
placing its graduates into premiere entertainment industry
professions, which even includes
an Academy Award winner,” said
Michael Hackman, founder and
CEO of Hackman Capital
Partners. “Television City’s
Changing Lenses initiative seeks
to expand the community of individuals who are able to transform
their creative abilities into flourishing careers, helping to create
an entertainment industry as
diverse and dynamic as Los
Angeles, and we’re hopeful that
our partnership with Streetlights
will advance that effort.”
For
information
about
Streetlights and to apply, visit
streetlights.org.

Three of the four candidates running for Los Angeles City
Controller in 2022 have issued a
joint press release announcing
their support for an appeal filed by
Neighbors for a Safe Environment,
an organization that is fighting the
city’s handling of the West Pico
Drill Site, located at 9101 and
9151 W. Pico Blvd.
NASE has appealed the city’s
approval of a categorical exemption for the site from the California
Environmental Quality Act to the
Los Angeles City Council.
Controller candidates Kenneth
Mejia, David Vahedi and Rob
Wilcox are calling on the council
to support the appeal as well.
“We join together in unison to
tell the public and City Council
that we demand proper environmental review at the West Pico
Drill Site in CD5, and we
adamantly oppose the city's tacit
approval of illegal oil drilling,” the
release states.
In June 2018, the current controller, Ron Galperin, issued an
“excellent audit” of the city's regulation of the oil industry, according
to the release. The report gave the
city recommendations that have
generally not been implemented,
the release states.
Galperin also addressed the
issue of environmental reviews
required by CEQA, which had
been a major failing of the city and
the subject of a lawsuit the city settled in 2016, the candidates said.
They said it appears that the city’s
Department of City Planning and
Office of the Zoning Administrator
misinformed Galperin about the

supposed resolution of the problem.
Since September 2016, the DCP
and OZA had processed three
major oil drill site applications
with improper categorical exemptions from environmental review
under CEQA before the issuance
of Galperin's report in June 2018,
according to the candidates. Since
then, the DCP and OZA has
processed two more major oil drill
site cases with categorical exemptions, including the West Pico site.

“...we will not
tolerate the
evasion of legally
required
environmental
reviews for oil
drill sites...”
Three of the Los Angeles City
Controller candidates

Oil drill site operators in the city
have repeatedly undertaken major
projects without applying to the
zoning administrator for approval,
because the city does not do general compliance inspections and
because the DCP and OZA refuse
to take action even when oil companies drill wells without the
approvals required by city code,
the release states.
“On Jan. 1, 2023, there will be a
new city controller,” the candidates said. “We want the public
and current members of City

Council to know that if one of us
wins election, we will not tolerate
the evasion of legally required
environmental reviews for oil drill
sites, the evasion of legally
required zoning administrator
reviews for oil drill sites, and we
will certainly not tolerate illegal
oil drilling.
“By-right oil drilling is not
allowed in urban Los Angeles. It is
time for the city to obey, implement and enforce its own laws.
Proper environmental review is
required by the state's CEQA law,
and it is the city's obligation to do
such reviews.”
Councilman Paul Koretz, 5th
District, who is also running for
controller, did not sign the statement.
“As the council member who
appealed this same case, Mr.
Koretz has been advised by the
city attorney that he has a conflict
and should not speak or vote on
the issue,” his campaign said in a
separate statement. “Thus, Mr.
Koretz cannot sign on to the
requested pledge or campaignrelated joint press release.
“However, Mr. Koretz remains
committed to shutting down oil
drilling in every neighborhood of
Los Angeles by declaring oil
extraction a non-conforming use
and to eliminate it through an
amortization process, as Council
President
[Nury]
Martinez,
Councilmember Koretz and
Councilmember [Paul] Krekorian
moved in Energy, Climate Change
and
Environmental
Justice
Committee in December 2020,”
the statement read.
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Feuer charges owners of unfinished hillside homes

n City attorney contends

structures should have
been razed years ago

By Edwin FolvEn
Los Angeles City Attorney Mike
Feuer’s office has filed charges
against the owners of five illegallybuilt
hillside
homes
near
Mulholland Highway for allegedly
failing to abide by a court order dating back to 2003 to raze the structures.
Feuer announced on Oct. 14 that
35 counts have been filed against
the owners, Shahram and Ester
Ghalili, for misdemeanor building
and safety code violations. The
defendants are the current owners of
the partially-built homes, but Feuer
acknowledged that the properties in
the 2500 block of Woodstock Road
in the Laurel Canyon area have
changed hands multiple times over
the past 18 years. Although the
Ghalilis did not initially build the
homes, they are responsible for
complying with previous court
orders that the structures be razed,
Feuer said.
“Developers must follow the
city’s rules, just like everybody
else,” Feuer added. “These unpermitted structures in the Santa
Monica Mountains were supposed
to be demolished nearly 20 years
ago, and yet we allege the current
developers have been ignoring the
city’s order and continuing to work
on structures that should no longer
be there.”
Feuer said prosecutors are still
investigating the history of the properties and did not know why the city
did not previously take action to
have them demolished. He said the
Department of Building and Safety
was tasked with ensuring the orders
were carried out and said his office
will be working with that department to determine why the buildings were not demolished. Feuer did
not name the original property own-

ers and said it was not illegal for
them to sell the properties without
tearing down the structures.
The Los Angeles City Attorney’s
Office became aware of the properties after residents in the area complained that construction had
resumed in December 2020.
Department of Building and Safety
inspectors went to the properties
four times from last December
through February and found work
being conducted on the houses,
according to the criminal complaint.
Each time, stop work orders were
issued. The criminal charges were
filed after four violations.
Prosecutors learned about a 2002
court order requiring the homes to
be razed through an investigation.
Feuer said the five houses were part
of a 21-home development project
that was initially proposed in the
late 1990s but was subsequently
forced to undergo an environmental
impact report by the Los Angeles
Department of City Planning. The
initial owner appealed and in 2002,
a state court of appeals ruled in the
city’s favor and required an EIR,
Feuer said. When no environmental
review was conducted within one
year, the court ordered the structures
to be demolished, he added.
The city recorded the order with
Los Angeles County, which was
required to notify all future buyers
of their responsibility to tear down
the homes before any project could
resume, Feuer added. The notice to
raze the structures was transferred
along with the land, he added.
“As far as I know, and I am still
looking into all of this, there were
no sign-offs on anything subsequent
to 2003,” Feuer said. “In other
words, in 2003, the order was
affirmed that there should be an EIR
done and in the absence of that,
there needed to be demolition of
these properties. It was recorded
with the county so that any subsequent purchaser, and there have
been a few purchasers in between
now and then, was on notice about

County encourages booster shots

The Los Angeles County Health
Department continues to offer
COVID-19 vaccines at many sites
with weekend and evening hours.
Booster shots are available for eligible individuals at sites offering the
Pfizer vaccine. Appointments are
not needed at county vaccination
sites where first, second and third
doses are available.
People eligible for a booster dose
of the Pfizer vaccine include seniors

65 and older, residents of long-term
care facilities and people ages 18-64
with underlying medical conditions.
People 18-64 with high occupational
risk including health care workers,
first responders, teachers, day care
staff, grocery workers and workers
and residents in homeless shelters or
prisons are also eligible for a third
dose of the Pfizer vaccine. For information and to find a vaccination site,
visit vaccinatelacounty.com.

Notable Quotes
“I was born in Harlem, raised in the South Bronx, went to public
school, got out of public college, went into the Army, and then I just
stuck with it.”
Colin Powell
1937-2021
America lost a hero this week. Colin Powell was a four-star general
and Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff under Presidents George
H.W. Bush and Bill Clinton. He also served as National Security
Advisor under President Reagan and was the Secretary of State in the
George W. Bush administration.

*Source BrainyQuote

this. That’s what I know. As far as I
know, there have been no actions
within Building and Safety since
that time.”
Department of Building and
Safety spokesman Jeff Napier said
information regarding the illegal
work allegedly occurring at the site
from December through February
was forwarded to the City
Attorney’s Office on July 16, and he
declined to provide further details.
The case is currently pending in
court.
“The department cannot comment since there is upcoming litigation,” Napier said in a statement.

photo courtesy of realtor.com/Los Angeles City Attorney’s Office

Five unfinished homes near Laurel Canyon are cited in a criminal complaint. Authorities are calling for the current owner to raze the structures.

CITY OF WEST HOLLYWOOD
PUBLIC NOTICE
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the West Hollywood Planning Commission will
hold a Public Hearing to consider the following item:
LOCATIONS:

8730 SUNSET BOULEVARD,
West Hollywood, California

REQUEST:

Proposal to construct a new two-sided digital off-site sign
and substantially remodel the existing building façade, subject to a development agreement and as part of the Sunset
Boulevard Off-Site Signage Policy.

PERMIT(S):

Administrative Permit, Development Agreement, Sign Permit, Zone Map Amendment, and any other required permits.

APPLICANT(S):

Porter24, LLC and Sunset Towers Partnership (Mark E.
Lehman, Representative)

TIME/PLACE
OF HEARING:

Teleconference Meeting
Thursday, November 4, 2021 at 6:30 p.m.
This meeting will be a teleconferenced meeting (with detailed instructions for participation included on the posted
agenda).

ZONES:

SSP (Sunset Specific Plan)

ENVIRONMENTAL
STATUS:
Negative Declaration.
CITY HALL is accessible by appointment only. The staff report will be available
on Thursday, October 28, 2021 on-line at www.weho.org
IF YOU CHALLENGE this item in court, you may be limited to raising only those
issues you or someone else raised at the Public Hearing described in this notice,
or in the written correspondence delivered to the West Hollywood Planning Commission, via the Planning & Development Services Department at, or prior to, the
Public Hearing.
If you require special assistance to participate in this meeting (e.g., a signer for the
hearing impaired), you must call, or submit your request in writing to the Office of
the City Clerk at (323) 848-6409 at least 48 hours prior to the meeting.
ALL INTERESTED PERSONS are invited to participate in said Public Hearing to
express their opinion in this matter.
IF YOU DO NOT HAVE COMPUTER ACCESS AND WOULD LIKE A MAILED
COPY OF THE AGENDA AND STAFF REPORT, OR YOU NEED FURTHER INFORMATION regarding this item, contact Jennifer Davis, Senior Contract Planner
in the Planning & Development Services Department at (323) 848-6475; or via
email at: jdavis@weho.org
Melissa Crowder, City Clerk

Мы сообщаем вам об обсуждении проекта. Для дополнительной информации на русском языке звоните: 323-8486826.
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WeHo City Council debates minimum wage
n Change to ordinance

would create $17.64
minimum hourly wage

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the West Hollywood City Council will hold a Public Hearing to consider the following item:

By Brynn MecheM
As city leaders attempt to raise the
minimum wage throughout West
Hollywood, they hit an impasse as
council members requested a change
to a proposed ordinance that would
ensure equal provisions are given to
all employees citywide.
Council members drew concern
with a drafted ordinance on minimum wage, stating it treats employees inequitably and could encourage
workers to join one business sector
over the other or seek work in other
municipalities where the minimum
wage is higher.
Under the proposed ordinance, the
city’s current minimum wage of $13
per hour for employers with 25 or
fewer employees and $14 per hour
for employers with 26 or more
employees would increase by $1 per
hour on Jan. 1.
The new ordinance would also
allow wages to be increased annually with the consumer price index.
Businesses with 26 or more employees would see the CPI added in
2022, while businesses with 25 or
fewer employees would see it added
in 2023 when they are scheduled to
reach $15 an hour.
Under the same ordinance, hotel
workers would receive a minimum
wage of $17.64, effective Jan. 1. On
July 1, 2022, it would be adjusted by
the CPI and would be subsequently
adjusted each year after.
Though council members said
they were glad the city was increasing its minimum wage, they questioned why the wage was different
for various business sectors.
“I’m just not sure why we would
have a different minimum wage for
any employee,” Councilman John
D’Amico said. “We should choose
the highest one and start there and
make that what our minimum wage
is.”
Further, the ordinance differentiates salary for hotel workers who are
employed in restaurants that are
owned by the hotel versus those that
are leased by the hotel. Employees
in hotel-owned restaurants would
receive the $17.64 minimum wage
while employees in leased restau-

LOCATIONS:

9001 SANTA MONICA
BOULEVARD,
West Hollywood, California

REQUEST:

Amendment to Development
Agreement 2006-003 for a previously approved mixed-use
development, currently under
construction, by extending the
terms of the development
agreement.

PERMIT(S):

Development
Agreement
Amendment, and any other required permits.

APPLICANT(S):

Ocotillo LA 9001SMB, LCC
(Mark E. Lehman, representative)

TIME/PLACE
OF HEARING:

Teleconference Meeting
Monday, November 1, 2021
at 6:00 p.m.
This meeting will be a teleconferenced meeting (with detailed instructions for
participation included on the
posted agenda).

ZONES:

CC1 (Commercial,
Community 1)

Beverly Press/Park Labrea News file photo

The West Hollywood City Council directed staff to rewrite an ordinance
to increase the minimum wage, which they plan to consider on Nov. 15.

rants would not.
“There are a number of hotels in
the city that lease the space to restaurant operators and they treat their
staff more like regular restaurants
throughout the city, and they’re
more competitive with the other
restaurants throughout the city,” City
Manager David Wilson said. “Staff
recommended those workers be
treated like the other restaurant
workers and be subject to the regular
minimum wage.”
However, council members said
the differentiation didn’t make sense
because the hotel will still make
money from the restaurant.
Councilwoman Lindsey Horvath
said many hotel patrons choose
hotels based on restaurant service,
and employees shouldn’t be treated
differently because they work in the
restaurant portion and not the hotel
itself.
“When people say, ‘This is West
Hollywood,’ I don’t think that
should mean you’re treated differently, no matter what sector you’re
in,” Horvath said. “When you’re in
the same building, it shouldn’t
change how you’re treated in terms
of your pay.”
D’Amico said the ordinance as
proposed left too many loopholes for
business owners to get around paying a higher minimum wage. He
proposed the city set the citywide
minimum wage at $17.64 as soon as
possible.
“I think there are lots of questions
and lots of ways to get around paying minimum wage, so I would like

to set it at $17.64 for all employees,”
D’Amico said.
Council members also took issue
with a portion of that ordinance that
outlined specific sick leave provisions. As proposed, employees of
large businesses would get 72 hours
of sick leave while those at small
businesses would get 40 hours.
However, hotel workers would
receive 96 compensated hours of
sick leave, vacation time or personal
necessity time and 80 hours of
uncompensated time.
D’Amico said employees should
be able to choose how they use their
personal time off. Mayor Pro
Tempore Sepi Shyne also asked staff
to explore the pros and cons of
unlimited uncompensated time to
protect employees with serious illness from job loss.
“If anything, COVID has taught
us to really focus on health first and
taking care of employees. All
employees,” she said. “We want to
make sure that our businesses, all of
them, are providing compensation to
our employees if they’re sick.”
Staff will now redraft the ordinance to make the citywide minimum wage $17.64 and create a
schedule for rollout. The wage will
be adjusted annually with the CPI,
beginning July 1, 2022.
Additionally, staff will set up a
model for personal leave time to be
used as employees see fit and
explore the possibility of unlimited
uncompensated sick leave. A new
ordinance will be brought before
City Council at its Nov. 15 meeting.

Bill will expand access to HIV prevention medication
U.S. Reps. Adam Schiff, Bonnie
Watson Coleman, Barbara Lee and
Mondaire Jones have reintroduced
the PrEP Assistance Program Act to
make the preventative HIV drug
PrEP more affordable and accessible
to underserved and high-risk populations.
The bill will provide grants to
cover medication costs, clinic and
testing fees, physician visits and
community outreach programs.
Although PrEP has been available
for years, many Americans lack
access to and awareness of the medication, lawmakers said. The PrEP
access gap is especially prevalent in
Black and Latino communities,
which also suffer from disproportionately high rates of HIV.
“Because of the advancement in
PrEP, we have the ability to end the
HIV epidemic. But due to a lack of
access and other systemic barriers,
this life-saving drug is still tragically
underutilized by individuals that
need it most, including those who
are uninsured or at the highest risk of
contracting an infection,” said Schiff

CITY OF WEST HOLLYWOOD
PUBLIC HEARING NOTICE

(D-Burbank). “This critical legislation will help PrEP medication and
other essential testing and treatment
services to equitably reach communities and ensure no one has to suffer
from a now-preventable disease.”
“As a gay Black man, I know
firsthand the lifechanging power of
PrEP,” said Jones (D-New York).
“PrEP allows millions of Americans
at higher risk of contracting HIV,
especially LGBTQ+ people, to live
their lives without fear. But today,
too many people go without this

medication simply because they
can’t afford it or don’t know about it.
In our ongoing fight to affirm
LGBTQ+ justice and eradicate HIV
and AIDS – which disproportionately impact LGBTQ+ people of color
– getting PrEP to every person who
needs it is essential.”
PrEP, or pre-exposure prophylaxis, is a daily medication to reduce the
risk of HIV infection in high-risk
individuals.
For
information,
visit
schiff.house.gov.

Beverly Press at the BH Farmers Market

Stop by the Beverly Press booth at the Beverly Hills Farmers Market
on Sunday, Oct. 24 between 9 a.m. and 1 p.m. and pick up a copy of the
75th Diamond Anniversary issue “Our People Our Places.” Publishers
Michael and Karen Villalpando will be distributing complimentary pens,
goodies and issues of the newspaper. Stop by and introduce yourselves
and ask questions. We look forward to seeing you at the market on Sunday. The Beverly Hills Farmers Market is located at the 9300 block of
Civic Center Drive between Third Street and Santa Monica Boulevard.
Free 2-hour parking is available in the Civic Center parking structure.

ENVIRONMENTAL
STATUS:
Negative Declaration, previously adopted.
City Hall is accessible by appointment only. The
staff report will be available on Wednesday, October
27, 2021 on-line at www.weho.org
IF YOU CHALLENGE this item in court, you may be
limited to raising only those issues you or someone
else raised at the Public Hearing described in this notice, or in the written correspondence delivered to the
West Hollywood City Council, via the Planning & Development Services Department at, or prior to, the
Public Hearing.
If you require special assistance to participate in this
meeting (e.g., a signer for the hearing impaired), you
must call, or submit your request in writing to the Office of the City Clerk at (323) 848-6409 at least 48
hours prior to the meeting.
ALL INTERESTED PERSONS are invited to participate in said Public Hearing to express their opinion
in this matter.
IF YOU DO NOT HAVE COMPUTER ACCESS AND
WOULD LIKE A MAILED COPY OF THE AGENDA
AND STAFF REPORT, OR YOU NEED FURTHER
INFORMATION regarding this item, contact Antonio
Castillo, Senior Planner in the Planning & Development Services Department at (323) 848-6475; or via
email at: acastillo@weho.org
Melissa Crowder, City Clerk

Мы сообщаем вам об обсуждении проекта. Для дополнительной информации на русском языке звоните:
323-848-6826.
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Annual pumpkin patch builds community
n Wilshire Rotary offers

hope to former inmates

By Brynn MecheM
For the past 13 years, families
have packed up their children and
headed to the Wilshire Rotary
Pumpkin Patch on Larchmont
Boulevard to pick out the perfect
gourd to adorn their patio.
And while the patch has always
been a family-friendly gathering
spot, it’s also a place where charity
comes first.
Wilshire Rotary member Scot
Clifford, who, along with his wife
Wendy, operates the pumpkin
patch each year, said the patch
offers a way for the Rotary Club to
give back to the community,
whether it’s through proceeds
earned or old-fashioned family fun.
But for some, the patch offers a
chance to restart their lives.
When Clifford started the pumpkin patch in 2007, he began recruiting members of the Rotary Club
and his own family to help him run
it. However, he soon realized there
wasn’t enough manpower to keep
the patch functioning – moving
36,000 pounds of pumpkins annually is no small feat.
In 2010, he heard about a program operated by the Archdiocese
of Los Angeles in which formerly
incarcerated men are paroled into
residences to help them find
employment. The program focuses
on reintegrating men who spent
time in prison back into society.
“I have to admit, I was a little

reluctant at first,” Clifford said.
“But I thought, ‘I’ll give it a go. If
they’re hard workers and respectful to the customers, then I’m all
for it.’”
In the first year, Clifford hired
about 12 employees and found success. So, he forged partnerships
with the archdiocese and other
organizations that help formerly
incarcerated men, such as the
Amity Foundation.
The men help load and unload
truckloads of pumpkins, stock the
pumpkin patch and carry purchases
to patron’s vehicles. They also help
with the Rotary Club’s Christmas
tree lot.
“Many people come year after
year to work for us,” Clifford said.
“We have so many success stories
because people come to work for
us, and for many of them, it’s their
first job. They work so hard for us
and they get inspired and go on to
have very successful careers.”
One such employee is Tim
Stotlar, who began working at the
patch in 2012 after being released
from prison after 26 years.
All of Stotlar’s family lives in
Utah so he had no California connections upon his release. He had
to find a job with no work history
and catch up with the technological
advances he missed while in
prison.
“It was a lot of hard work,”
Stotlar said. “Most places, if you
go in to apply and you have no
work history, no references,
they’re suspicious. But the Rotary
Club members are so charitable in
their hearts. It’s not just about

pulling their wallet out. They really
look to help people out.”
After his first season at the
patch, Stotlar was able to purchase
his first cell phone with the tips he
made. Though he said he received
help from other men who were in
the same situation as him, the
opportunity to work was life
changing.
“We all still have our pride and
we’re not trying to get a free ride,”
Stotlar said. “Working at the lot
and someone giving you a chance
to earn your own money, it’s such a
good feeling.”
Though Clifford said the work to
help previously incarcerated men
is one of his favorite parts of the
pumpkin patch, the Rotary Club
also uses the opportunity to help
others in need.
The pumpkin patch and the
Rotary Club’s Christmas tree lot
annually earn from $70,000 to
$75,000 for the club. The proceeds
benefit the Wilshire Rotary
Foundation and the foundation of
Rotary International.
Funds raised from the patch have
been used for the organization’s
community service projects,
including support for the
Assistance League of Southern
California’s Operation School Bell
and the Salvation Army Red Shield
Community Center.
Money has also been given to
Van Ness Elementary School, with
which the Rotary Club partners
each year to bring visually
impaired students to the pumpkin
patch and Christmas tree lot. This
year, the students cannot travel to

photo by Brynn Mechem

Miles Lehrman, 3, picked a perfect pumpkin at the Wilshire Rotary patch
to decorate at school.

the lot due to COVID-19 restrictions, so the Rotary Club will set
up a miniature pumpkin patch at
the school.
“We just want people to have a
good time each year,” Clifford
said. “We think it’s a fun community event, and that’s what we want
it to be. Equally important to raising money is building community.”
And in that way, the Rotary Club
has been successful, Clifford said.
The pumpkin patch has become an
annual tradition for many, including Stotlar, who now maintains a

construction job but continues to
help at the patch and tree lot each
year.
“I make sure that whoever hires
me knows that in the fall I have an
obligation,” Stotlar said. “The
Rotary Club gave me an opportunity when I had nothing, and now I
want to give back to them. It’s a
great feeling to now be in a position to give back to others.”
The Wilshire Rotary Pumpkin
Patch is open from 2-6 p.m. on
weekdays and 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. on
weekends. For information, call
(323)464-1935.
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LGBT center amped about upcoming AIDS LifeCycle

The Los Angeles LGBT Center is
calling on people to register for its
upcoming AIDS LifeCycle bicycle
ride in June from San Francisco to
Los Angeles.
AIDS LifeCycle benefits HIV
and AIDS-related services at the
Los Angeles LGBT Center and San
Francisco AIDS Foundation. The
ride was canceled in 2020 and 2021
because of the pandemic and organizers are hopeful this year’s ride
will be a huge success.
In late September, fundraising for
the 2022 ride surpassed $1 million,
a dollar amount that usually isn’t
achieved until Thanksgiving, organizers said. Approximately 800
people have already signed up for
the ride, and the center hopes to
attract 400 to 500 additional riders.
“We hope to get back to where we
were back in March 2020 when we

were on track to break through $17
million for the first time,” said ride
director Tracy Evans, adding that
the Los Angeles LGBT Center and
San Francisco AIDS Foundation
expanded services as needed during
the pandemic. “Both agencies have
always been at the forefront of the
HIV/AIDS pandemic, and now, the
COVID-19 pandemic. We’ve never
closed our doors for a day throughout the crisis. We did not shut down
or reduce services. The truth is, they
got expanded.”
Cyclists will pedal 545 miles
from San Francisco to Los Angeles
from June 5-11, 2022.
Rider Levi Vieira, who participated in the AIDS/LifeCycle Socal
Kickoff Ride on Oct. 16, was overwhelmed by the experience.
“I can’t believe we’re here,” Vieira
said. “I had like three crying ses-

Councilman Paul Koretz calls for
ways to reduce heat-related deaths

Los Angeles City Councilman
Paul Koretz, 5th District, has introduced a motion to mitigate heatrelated deaths and injuries, which
are increasing with alarming frequency due to global climate
change, he said.
The motion asks the city’s
Emergency
Management
Department to report back on the status and cost of a surveillance system
to track when and where heat-related
deaths are occurring and which populations are most vulnerable. It also
calls for a plan to be developed to
minimize deaths related to heat and
seeks input from the Climate
Emergency Mobilization Office on
funding opportunities for emergency
planning and preparedness.
Koretz is also seeking feedback
from the Los Angeles City
Attorney’s office about the poten-

tial for an ordinance that will hold
employers accountable for protecting their workers from extreme
heat. The idea is to possibly institute a mandatory charge of criminal
negligence “for any employee
deaths associated with business
operations that occur due to preventable heat-related deaths,” the
motion read.
Koretz said as climate change
and global warming increase temperatures, cities are experiencing
more heat-related health incidents
and deaths, especially among vulnerable populations including
seniors and those without air-conditioning. The councilman wants the
city to implement appropriate measures to mitigate the danger as temperatures continue to rise.
For information, visit councilmemberpaulkoretz.com.

County reports 5.7 million residents
impacted by severe climate change

Los Angeles County has
released a report indicating more
than half of residents live in a community deemed highly exposed to
impending and severe climate
impacts.
The report, released on Oct. 13
by
the
county’s
Chief
Sustainability Office, estimates
that 56% of county residents –
nearly 5.7 million people – face
high risk of climate hazards such
as extreme heat, wildfires, flooding, extreme precipitation and
drought.
The
Climate
Vulnerability Assessment evaluated present-day risks and projected
changes in exposure by 2050.
The report highlights 47 communities of concern that face dual
dangers, which are an increased
exposure to climate hazards and
high susceptibility to negative
impacts. Low-income and communities of color face a disproportionate amount of climate vulnerability
as well as limited capacity to withstand and weather future threats,
the study determined. Nearly 17%
of the county’s population lives in
high-vulnerability tracts.
The report takes an innovative
approach by tackling difficult-toanalyze factors that increase vulnerability, like homelessness or
employment conditions, in addition to other more geographicallyspecific data. The more holistic
approach considers factors like

employment in warehousing jobs,
where workers are typically
indoors but are still exposed to climate-related hazardous conditions
like heat. Among the most severe
climate impacts predicted to disrupt the daily lives of county residents by 2050 are a tenfold
increase in extreme heat waves and
droughts lasting multiple decades.
Communities located on hillsides
and mountains will become more
susceptible to wildfire, according
to the report.
The assessment is a companion
to the Our County Sustainability
Plan, a regional blueprint for community sustainability. Its findings
will guide future priorities for
implementation, such as increasing
the tree canopy in low-income
urban areas. The county will also
seek new opportunities to increase
climate resilience, such as infrastructure spending.
“The devastating consequences
of climate change are already here
and we know they could continue
to worsen over the years to come,”
said Supervisor Sheila Kuehl, 3rd
District. “This report, while deeply
disturbing, gives us an invaluable
planning document with the analyses we need to act now to mitigate
and avoid the possible negative
impacts on our local county communities.”
To read the full report, visit
ceo.lacounty.gov.

sions, maybe four. It’s so exciting to
see everybody and to be able to hug
people and to get back on the road.”
Vieira, captain of the New Bear
Republic team, was joined by more
than 300 people for the training ride.
It was the first major in-person gathering for the world’s largest single
event HIV/AIDS fundraiser since
2019. Virtual fundraising events
were held during the pandemic,
including
the
first
AIDS/LifeCycle@HOME, which
raised $8.1 million last year, and
TogetheRide, which raised $2.6 million this year. In 2019, riders raised
more than $16.7 million, the highest
amount in the event’s history.
To register visit aidslifecycle.org.

photo courtesy of the Los Angeles LGBT Center

Cyclists joined a practice ride on Oct. 16 for the upcoming AIDS
LifeCycle fundraiser.
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Celebrating the life and legacy of Tom LaBonge
n Councilman

remembered as
gregarious leader with
a huge personality

By Edwin FolvEn
Hundreds of people gathered
with city leaders and family and
friends of the late former City
Councilman Tom LaBonge on Oct.
18 at a festive celebration of his life
at Travel Town in Griffith Park.
Music played and people enjoyed
food from Pink’s Hot Dogs while
reminiscing about the late councilman, who died on Jan. 7 at the age
of 67. Known by many as Mr. Los
Angeles, the celebration of
LaBonge’s life was organized by
the L.A. Parks Foundation and
included moving tributes from his
wife Brigid and daughter MaryCate, as well as Mayor Eric Garcetti
and longtime friend Mike Haynes.
LaBonge would have celebrated his
68th birthday on Oct. 6, and the celebration included a birthday cake,
balloons and an Elvis impersonator,
who led Brigid and members of the
crowd in a rendition of “Viva Las
Vegas” and encouraged everyone to
join him on the dance floor.
“This is exactly what we pictured
this night would be. Tom would
have absolutely loved this night and
I hope all of you can feel his presence,” Brigid said. “I have to say
that since he died, often I have felt
his presence. He’s answered questions for me, he’s pushed me to do
things and when they click in my

head, I say, ‘That is the right thing
to do. That is a Tom thing to do and
I’m doing it.’ And this is one of
those things that we did tonight.”
Brigid recounted how happy her
husband was and said he never lost
his passion for serving others. After
his retirement from the City
Council in 2015, LaBonge told her
that helping people was what he
missed most about the job, she said.
LaBonge still frequently drove his
beloved 4th District, meeting
friends and former constituents.
On the day he died, LaBonge
walked 13,000 steps, Brigid said.
He hiked and gardened in Griffith
Park in the morning, toured Los
Angeles with a judge exploring
solutions to homelessness in the
afternoon, then took a walk along
the Los Angeles River (a daily
occurrence after retirement, Brigid
said), cut firewood and hauled it up
a hill to his house and settled in after
a trip to the grocery store. Brigid
said he sat on the couch and had a
cupcake and glass of milk before
falling asleep and passing away.
“I want you to know that he died
happy,” Brigid said. “I saw it on his
face.”
Brigid said her husband rarely
spoke about what he was doing
each day and learned after his death
about the many contributions he
made in people’s lives. She said
thousands of people told her stories
about positive interactions they had
with him, which has helped her
deal with the loss of her husband.
“I learned that everybody used
him as a barometer to understand
how great life could be every day,”

Brigid added. “Tom was exactly the
same person I met in 1979 and
never changed, which was maddening, but also completely endearing.”
LaBonge is buried at Forest
Lawn and his daughter Mary-Cate
recounted a story she told at his
funeral service. She likened her
father to a cat who left in the morning but always came back to the
family he loved every night.
“Since he died, I have been trying to process who he was, what he
meant to other people versus what
he meant to me and my mom and
my brother (Charles). And I realize
he’s very much like a neighborhood
cat. His collar said our home
address. He was our cat. But we
were not the only family that loved
him and fed him and played with
him all the time,” Mary-Cate said.
“I get that now in a way I never
could understand when he was
alive. I think he would want us to
check in with ourselves every day
to see how we can show up for our
communities, how we can show up
for our neighborhood, L.A., and
honestly, our country in general.”
Many city officials also celebrated LaBonge’s life, including
Garcetti, Los Angeles City Council
President Nury Martinez, Council
President Pro Tempore Mitch
O’Farrell and Councilmembers
Paul Koretz, Nithya Raman and
Curren Price. Garcetti said
LaBonge had a penchant for making people feel good.
“A couple people were just
telling me Tom LaBonge made you
feel like you were his best friend,
and the difference between people
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Brigid LaBonge joined an Elvis impersonator for a rendition of “Viva Las
Vegas” at the celebration of her late husband’s life.

who make you feel that way and
[those who] just have a gift is he
actually thought you were,”
Garcetti said. “He had a depth and a
breadth of relationships unlike any
human being I’ve ever known.”
O’Farrell said LaBonge was
inspirational in his dedication to
helping others.
“We all wanted to come together
in his memory. Even though he
passed and left us back in January, I
very much feel he is with us here
tonight,” added O’Farrell, 13th
District. “All of these people here
who loved him and knew him, who
all had their individual Tom
LaBonge stories, we all share in his
memory and his purpose that he led
with and the mission that he lived
with … in service to Angelenos.”
Koretz, 5th District, added that
LaBonge was a valued friend.
“He was everybody’s friend that

he ever came in contact with,”
Koretz said. “He was the city’s
goodwill ambassador. Beyond just
the city, beyond just the country,
with sister cities, he had friends all
over the world. He was just an
incredibly unique individual. When
he was done with his time on the
council, he really never stopped
being a council member.”
Los Angeles Parks Foundation
Executive
Director
Carolyn
Ramsay, who worked on LaBonge’s
staff for nine years, including two
years as chief of staff, said she will
never forget her former boss.
“He was such a larger-than-life
personality because he genuinely
did care about people and the city,”
Ramsay said. “And he was really,
really fun and funny. He would
show up at every event and he just
connected with people and wanted
to make the city a better place.”

HEADQUARTERS!

We’ve got the SCARIEST
masks, costumes
and decorations for the
ultimate HALLOWEEN !
Spiders and SSkeletons,
Cauldrons, Ghosts, Witches!
plates, cups, ttabelcloths,
door decorationns, balloons...
Enormous SSelection!
Suupport Small Business!
Thankk You For Your Patronage!

5969 Melrose Av
Ave. • (323)467--7124
(corner of Wilcox)

Free Digital
Photo Booth
Sat. 10/24
3-6
Fun foor the
whole family!
Hours:
M-F 2-6
Sat. & Sun.
10-6

Early Trick or
Treating at the
Pumpkin Patch
Sat. Oct. 30
13
1-3
Wear a costume!
First 100
Trick or Treaters
get a free bag!
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Feuer joins Giffords to highlight
the tragedy of gun violence

Los Angeles City Attorney
Mike Feuer joined former U.S.
Rep. Gabby Giffords for the
unveiling of the L.A. Gun
Violence Memorial in Exposition
Park, which will be on display
through Oct. 22.
Feuer and Giffords are friends
and partners in efforts to curtail
gun violence in the United States.
Through Giffords, an organization
started by the former congresswoman, the memorial was first
created in Washington, D.C., with
40,000 flowers representing the
number of Americans who die
each year from gun violence. The
L.A. Gun Violence Memorial in
Exposition Park, part of a national
tour,
honors
the
3,400
Californians who died of gun violence in 2020.
Exposition Park is located at
700 Exposition Park Drive. For
information, visit giffords.org/losangeles-gun-violence-memorial.

photo courtesy of Los Angeles City Attorney
Mike Feuer’s Office

City Attorney Mike Feuer and former U.S. Rep. Gabby Giffords
are calling attention to lives lost to
gun violence.

BH regulates disposable food ware

The Beverly Hills City Council
on Oct. 12 approved an ordinance
that requires food service establishments to only distribute disposable
food ware accessories to customers
upon request.
The ordinance seeks to reduce the
environmental impacts of disposable food ware accessories such as
cutleries, napkins, straws and condiments from the waste stream,
according to a staff report. It also
includes electronic ordering platforms such as direct website and
food service delivery apps.
The ordinance originated with the
Single-Use Plastic and Styrofoam
Ban sustainability initiative that was
introduced to the city’s Public
Works Commission during its
January 2021 meeting. The commission recommended a disposable
food ware ordinance as a first step
prior to future consideration of a
complete ban on plastics and
Styrofoam.
While the city was considering
the ordinance and the state was pursuing an Assembly bill to regulate
disposable food ware as well, staff
received comment letters from
regional environmental groups urging the city to expand the scope to

disposable food ware accessories.
As a result, the Plastic Cutlery
Upon Request Ordinance was taken
back to the commission for reconsideration to change the scope of the
ordinance to disposable food ware
accessories.
The commission unanimously recommended the ordinance to the council. Staff presented the proposed ordinance during the Sept. 21 council
meeting, and the council unanimously
agreed to move forward.
The ordinance does not prohibit
food service establishments from
offering disposable food ware to
customers. However, businesses
must hang signage that notifies customers of the ordinance and include
language about the changes on their
online platforms.
The city will provide signage for
customer communication if the
business chooses to use it, according
to a staff report.
After the city’s educational efforts
“have been exhausted,” businesses
will be subject to fines. Businesses
will receive a notice for the first and
second violations, and then a $25
fine will be enforced every day after
the second violation – not to exceed
$300 annually.

Chamber to host economic summit
The Hollywood Chamber of
Commerce will virtually host its
“2021 Economic Development
Summit: Hollywood On The World
Stage” from 8 a.m. to noon on Oct. 26.
The summit will focus on adapting and transforming into a new
urban environment, workforce and
economic impacts of the pandemic
and how Hollywood will be taking
center stage to the world as it prepares for the next decade of major
sporting events.
Kevin Demoff will be a keynote
speaker. He is in his 11th year as
chief operating officer with the Los
Angeles Rams. In this capacity,
Demoff serves as the team’s top
front office executive and liaison to
owner and chairman Stan Kroenke
on all organizational matters and
previously served on the working
group that returned the Rams to L.A.
The other speaker will be John
Kilroy, who was elected to serve as
the Kilroy Realty’s chairman in
February 2013 and has been the
company’s CEO since incorporation in September 1996. He also

served as president from September
1996 to December 2020. Kilroy is
involved in all aspects of commercial real estate acquisition, entitlement, development, construction,
leasing, financing and dispositions
for the company.
One of the break-out sessions,
“The Market Outlook/Future of
Hollywood,” will consider how
development is impacting capital
markets in Hollywood and L.A.
The moderator will be Hollywood
chamber chair Nicole Mihalka.
“Workforce Discussion” will
analyze Hollywood’s workforce
development needs. The second
panel will be discussing “how can
we close the gap between talent and
workforce development to meet the
needs of local industries?”
The second round of break-out
sessions includes “Politics & the
Current Climate,” which will discuss
the intersection of politics and critical
issues like the housing crisis, homelessness and criminal justice reform.
For information, visit hollywoodchamber.net.

Concrete pouring continues at subway stations
Metro is working on the Purple
Line Extension subway project at
many locations along the route
between the Wilshire/Western and
Westwood/VA Hospital stations.
Through Oct. 22, Metro will be
conducting utility work in coordination with Southern California
Edison near the Wilshire Boulevard
and Bonsall Avenue on ramps and
off ramps for the 405 Freeway at
the VA Hospital campus. The work
will require intermittent ramp closures from 9 p.m. to 6 a.m. Utilities
will remain in service during the
work. VA Hospital access will be
detoured along Sepulveda and
Santa Monica boulevards to
Sawtelle Boulevard and Dowlen
Drive.
Metro has also implemented a
parking shuttle service to the VA
Hospital campus during construction. The shuttle will operate 24
hours and designated stops are
located at parking lots and other
high-traffic areas on the campus
through fall 2023.
Through Nov. 2022, crews will
be installing geotechnical instruments along the tunnel alignment
from Century City to Wilshire/La
Cienega Blvd. in Beverly Hills to
monitor construction. Ten-foot
poles with geotechnical instruments
will be temporarily installed on
public sidewalks and each instrument will be in place for approximately one month before being
removed and relocated.
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Crews recently installed a concrete slab in the future Wilshire/La Brea
subway station.

Construction continues at the
Wilshire/Rodeo and Wilshire/La
Cienega stations in Beverly Hills.
Temporary lane reductions and
road closures are anticipated
around the construction sites.
Work also continues at the
Wilshire/Fairfax and Wilshire/La
Brea subway stations. Crews have
recently been constructing a concrete slab on the station floor at
Wilshire/La Brea. After the concrete is poured and smoothed out, it
can take up to 26 days to harden.
Lane reductions will be in place

around the construction staging
areas near Wilshire/La Brea
through April 4, 2022. Wilshire
Boulevard will be intermittently
reduced to two lanes in each direction between Detroit Street and
Highland Avenue and Sycamore
Avenue will also be closed immediately south of Wilshire Boulevard.
For questions and concerns about
the Purple Line Extension project,
call the 24-hour project hotline at
(213)922-6934, email the project
team at purplelineext@metro.net,
or visit metro.net.

L.A. county offers free flu immunizations in WeHo

To help residents stay healthy,
the Los Angeles County Library is
partnering with the L.A. County
Department of Public Health to
offer free flu immunization clinics
at community libraries throughout
the county in the months of
October and November.
A clinic will be on site from
10:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. on Friday,
Oct. 22, at the West Hollywood
Library, 625 N. San Vicente Blvd.
No appointment or insurance is
required.
Last year, the county administered 2,500 free flu immunizations.
According to the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention,
flu vaccination prevented an estimated 7.52 million illnesses,
105,000 hospitalizations and 6,300
deaths due to influenza during the
2019-20 season.
Because the flu is highly conta-

gious, immunizations not only protect the person who gets the immunization, but also reduces the risk
for their family, co-workers and
other close contacts.
Flu immunizations are recommended for everyone 6 months of
age and older, including healthy
adults. Pregnant women, children,
adults 50 years of age and older
and immunocompromised individuals are especially susceptible.
Getting a flu immunization this
fall is more important than ever
with the flu and COVID-19 circulating at the same time in communities throughout L.A. County.
Catching both flu and COVID-19
infections is possible and could
result in increased illness.
“The well-being of our staff and
customers is always on our
minds,” L.A. County Library
director Skye Patrick said.

“Working with public health to
make flu immunization clinics
available to our customers allows
us to provide them with a valuable
resource to keep them and their
loved ones healthy.”
“We are grateful for our long
standing partnership with county
libraries for bringing flu vaccines
to communities,” said Dr.
Barbara Ferrer, director of the
health department. “Flu season is
approaching and as cooler weather is accompanied with increased
risk of disease spread, residents
should protect themselves from
the flu by getting the flu vaccine,
and if you are not vaccinated
from COVID, you should get
vaccinated against COVID-19 as
well.”
For
information,
visit
LACountyLibrary.org/FluShot or
PreventFluLA.com.

Letters to the Editor
Thanks for wonderful
news that focuses on
the community

Re “The Wiltern, an unlikely
nonagenarian” and “Apartments
built with sustainability in mind,”
Oct. 14 issue.
I learned about the expansion of
the Holocaust Museum located in
Pan Pacific Park in the Oct. 7
issue. Welcome news. Last week,
I learned about the Wiltern
Theater, a nonagenarian (like me)
and its fascinating history. And, in
this same issue, I learned about the
apartments planned “with sustainability in mind” at Crescent
Heights and Fountain.

Where else would I get such
wonderful news about our community, for which I thank the
Beverly Press/Park Labrea News.
Located at the intersection of
Wilshire Boulevard and Western
Avenue, the Wiltern Theater and
the 12-story Art Deco building in
which it is located have a history
almost beyond imagination, starting back in 1931 and enduring so
many developer-planned major
changes along with a variety of
owners. But this remarkable Art
Deco building persists for our
ongoing admiration – a landmark
for our great city.
Plans for the new housing complex at Crescent Heights and
Fountain would seem to set an
example for other developers.

Featuring “eco-friendly materials,” the five-story, 43,906-squarefoot, 50-foot-tall building will
provide 37 rental apartments on
top of two levels of underground
parking. Six units are for affordable housing – over 16% of the
units. The parking garage will provide 73 parking spaces, and a new
parking lane with five on-street
parking spaces will be added
along Fountain Avenue. The proposal was approved unanimously
by the Planning Commission.
Thank you Beverly Press/Park
Labrea News and your expert staff
for keeping us so well informed.
George Epstein
Detroit Street
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chips, and a mini Tabasco bottle.
It’s $45 and feeds up to four people.
Open Tuesday through Sunday
from noon to 9 p.m. 7065 Sunset
Blvd., (213)632-9445.

Flower Burger
opens in WeHo

T

he Italian-based plant-forward
burger concept is opening its
first brick-and-mortar location in
the heart of West Hollywood today.
The grand opening will feature a
ribbon cutting event at noon with
Mayor Lauren Meister. A DJ will
ring in the celebration and free mini
burgers will be served to customers
all day long. flowerburger.us 640
N. Robertson Blvd.

The London West
Hollywood at BH

T

he new fall dining and cocktail
menus at Boxwood and the
Lobby Bar include breakfast items,
such as mashed avocado with
multigrain toast. Lunch items
include fried chicken, steamed buns

and short rib tacos. The dinner
menu features miso-marinated tai
snapper with coconut sauce, and
crispy Kumamoto oyster buns
served with sesame yuzu-kosho
and slaw. Finish with a caramelized
apple tart tartin or an English toffee
pudding cake with brown butter ice
cream. Artful cocktails include the
Big Ben, made with Brugal Rum,
and the Smoke and Spice, made
with El Silencio mezcal, smoked
maple wood chips and a touch of
apple spice syrup. 1020 N. San
Vicente Blvd., (310)358-7788.

Todo Bien opens

T

he heritage-driven street food
concept
with
Southern
California roots opened on La Brea
and Sunset. Todo Bien serves
authentic Mexican flavors with a
twist. On Sundays, chefs prepare a
ceviche kit featuring a 32-oz. dish
of aguachile, salt and lime tortilla

Australian Wagyu
Tenderloin Steaks

Jeni's Splendid Ice
Creams Cone Coins

P

ick up coin tokens good for one
kid’s cone, a $4.25 value, at any
Jeni’s scoop shop through Oct. 31.
Jeni’s Splendid Cone Coins come
in bundles of 20 for $35. Hand
them out during trick-or-treat, or at
school Halloween parties. Children
ages 12 and under can redeem the
coins at any L.A. Jeni’s Splendid
scoop shop for an ice cream cone
through Dec. 31, 2024. 123 N.
Larchmont Blvd., (323)745-0407
and 1954 Hillhurst Ave., (323)9282668.

Zankou Chicken
opens in DTLA

Z

ankou Chicken is opening
another location on Oct. 28, this

time in the historic Financial
District. A grand opening celebration will be held from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m., with live music, sweet treats
and samples of Zankou’s MiddleEastern inspired menu items. A formal ribbon cutting ceremony with
the L.A. Chamber of Commerce
will be held at 1 p.m. Zankou
Chicken will donate 100% of the
proceeds made during the grand
opening event to the L.A. Mission,
a nonprofit that provides services
for the poor, individuals experiencing homelessness and individuals
with substance use disorders. The
new location is open daily from 10
a.m. to 9 p.m. 611 W. 7th St.,
(310)358-7788.

Banana Cue. The dessert is traditionally made from fried saba
bananas coated in caramelized
brown sugar. With the addition of
Spread The Love’s rich and creamy
almond butter, Coolhaus ice cream
mimics the traditional Filipino
deep-fried banana rolls. The limited-edition flavor will be added to
the dessert menu at Yamashiro
Hollywood at 1999 N. Sycamore
Ave., (323)466-5125; Rossoblu at
San Julian St., (213)749-1099; and
Superfine Pizza at 1101 San Pedro
St., (323)698-5677.

Spread The Love and
Coolhaus team up

T

L

os Angeles-based and Filipinaowned brands Spread The Love
and Coolhaus have teamed up with
three local restaurants on a special
edition ice cream flavor called
“Turon-osaurus Almond Butter.”
The nut butter and ice cream companies pay homage to a popular
Filipino street food, called Turon or

Carved now at
Descanso Gardens
he family-friendly event for all
ages is open through October,
featuring hundreds of carved pumpkins and themed food and beverages. Children ages 14 and under are
welcome to dress in costumes. Walk
along a flat one-mile trail through
the Camellia Forest and Oak Grove
to see oversized insect sculptures
made of sticks and other natural
materials. A popular pumpkin house,
a hay maze, a colorful spirit oak tree
grove featuring an illuminated full

Pumpkin Pancakes!
Enjoy a Stack Today!
We Griddle or Griddle at Home

Special Arrival!

$49.98 per lb.

Limited Time & Quanities!
With this ad only through 10/27/2021

The Perfect Fall Breakfast!
Indoor & Patio Dining • Take-out • Delivery

32 oz. - $11.95
16 oz. $9.95

6333 W. Third St.
323.938.5131
www.marcondas.com
Family Owned in the
Original Farmers Market
for 80 Years

Pumpkin
or Original
Pancake Batter
+ melted butter
& syrup

Mon.-Fri.
6:30am-6:30pm
Sat.-Sun
6am - 6:30pm

In the Original Farmers Market • 3rd & Fairfax
(323)933-8446 • (323)933-8447

Follow Us!
@duparsfm
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moon and Dia de los Muertos
shrines will also be on display. The
path is accessible for strollers,
wheelchairs and mobility assistance
devices. Parking is free and available on a first-come, first-served
basis. Festive snacks, hot chocolate
and hot apple cider options are available for purchase. Carved tickets are
$25 to $28 each for members and
$32 to $35 each for nonmembers.
Hours are from 6:30-10 p.m. descansogardens.org, 1418 Descanso
Drive, (818)949-4200.

Vampire Pizza “Get
Trick or Treated”

T

he active food delivery concept
returns to L.A. with a
Halloween experience offering diners a chance to “Eat-Play-WIN!”
Vampire.Pizza offers an interactive
challenge through “Chapter 1:
Welcome
to
the Vampire
Revolution,” where patrons order a
delivery, and “Chapter 2: Case of
the Missing Vamp,” where they
solve a mystery. It’s available for
one to six players, and features
immersive evidence, video messages and secret phone numbers

hidden
in
their
delivery.
Participants receive a trick or a treat
with their pizza delivery, solve
clues and relay the answers back to
the interactive characters to crack
the mystery. Instant treat prizes
include tickets to L.A.’s Haunted
Hayride, Two Bit Circus, MadCap
Motel and Area15. Collecting
“BiteCoins” along the way allows
players to redeem for more food
and games. Pre-order at bite.delivery.com.

Sprinkles ghoulish
cupcake kits

T

o get in the spooky spirit, order
Sprinkles Belgian dark chocolate cupcakes with all the candy one
usually receives when trick or treating. Order on Oct. 25-26 for an Oct.
30-31 pick up or delivery. Sprinkles
also offers three limited-edition take
away boxes that include a Bake Box
with ready-to-eat Halloween cupcakes, a DIY cupcake decorating kit
and a baking kit. sprinkles.com 189
The Grove Drive, (323)931-4498;
735 S. Figueroa St., (213)228-2100,
and 9635 Santa Monica Blvd.,
(310)274-8765.

Celebrate Dia de los Muertos at Antonio’s on Melrose

A

ntonio’s on Melrose is celebrating the Dia de los
Muertos (Day of the Dead) festival from Sunday, Oct. 31, through
Tuesday, Nov. 2, with special
dishes, treats and an ofrenda – a
display that symbolizes the holiday.
Dia de los Muertos is a tradition
that originated in Mexico and
honors loved ones who have
passed
away,
said
Irma
Rodriguez, whose father Antonio
Gutierrez founded Antonio’s on
Melrose in 1970. The holiday is
traditionally celebrated with dishes such as chicken or enchiladas
with molé sauce, and chicken pipian. Many of the dishes originated
in the Mexican state of Oaxaca
and are available at Antonio’s on
Melrose, Rodriguez added.
The festive holiday is marked
by colorful decorations, flowers
and costumes, as well as skeletons
and skulls. As part of the annual
tradition, Rodriguez has created a
festive altar at the restaurant.
“We look at it as leaving a light
on for the spirits of the people who

we have lost over the year. It
shows that we respect and admire
them and miss them,” Rodriguez
said. “We also give sugar skulls
and lollipops and little trinkets for
our customers to take with them.

photo courtesy of Irma Rodriguez

At Antonio’s, we do it a little more
colorful.”
Antonio’s on Melrose is located
at 7470 Melrose Ave. For information, call (323)658-9060, or
visit antoniosonmelrose.com.

Pinktob攀 Cinnamon Ro氀s
For Breast Cancer Awareness Month
25¢ of all sales of our Famous Cinnamon Rolls
will go to the Breast Cancer Research Foundation

Pick up a dozen and show your supp漀t!

Follow Us!
@duparsfm

6333 W. 3rd St. at the Farmers Market
(323) 933-8446 • (323) 933-8447

NEW HOURS
Open Mon.-Fri. 6:30am-6:30pm
Sat. & Sun. 6am - 6:30pm
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Luxury resort comes to Beverly Hills

photo courtesy of Bulgari Hotels & Resorts

Bulgari Hotels & Resorts will open a new branch in Benedict Canyon,
just north of Beverly Hills.

Bulgari Hotels & Resorts
announced its first location in Los
Angeles, nestled among 33 acres
in Benedict Canyon.
The new Bulgari Resort, scheduled to open in 2025, is set to be
the second Bulgari property in the
U.S., following the opening of a
Miami property in 2024. The
Bulgari Resort Los Angeles, made
possible by owner and developer
Gary Safady, will be the 12th gem
in the Bulgari Hotels & Resorts
collection.
The Bulgari Resort Los
Angeles, located in the Santa
Monica Mountains, less than five
miles from Rodeo Drive, will offer
natural wildlife and remarkable
views.
Plans call for 58 rooms and
suites, eight private estates and the
signature Bulgari Il Ristorante Niko Romito – as well as a 10,000
square-foot spa, a state-of-the-artgym, a cinema and an exclusive
eight-seat sushi bar.
A portion of the hotel’s guest
rooms and suites will be located in
secluded bungalows across the
eastern portion of the property.
The Resort’s eight planned residential properties will range in size
from 12,000 to 48,000 square feet,

each with private land of at least
one acre, though plots range up to
five acres. Each property will preserve the area’s ridgeline and protect its flora and fauna.
“We are extremely happy and
proud to announce the signing of
definitive agreements to develop
the new Bulgari Resort in Los
Angeles, the capital of cinema and
art which has always been a major
Bulgari inspiration from the time
of Liz Taylor to the most recent
Academy Awards,” CEO JeanChristophe Babin said. “The new
Bulgari gem represents an extraordinary achievement for the brand
to establish in such a key destination for the luxury industry.
Following the signing of Bulgari
Hotel Miami Beach, we are excited to expand into the U.S. market
providing our remarkable Roman
jeweler hospitality experience.”
Drawing inspiration from the
surrounding natural environment,
the contemporary architecture of
the building will be curated by
South African design firm Studio
SAOTA, while the Milanese architectural firm Antonio Citterio
Patricia Viel, that designed all the
other Bulgari Hotels projects, will
bring Italian design to the build-

Colin Powell remembered

Former U.S. Secretary of State and chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff Colin L. Powell was shown in this photograph from the June 5,
2008, issue of the Beverly Press and Park Labrea News delivering
the keynote speech at Marlborough School’s graduation ceremony.
Powell spoke as a guest of one of the school’s trustees at the time and
expressed the importance of attending college. He told the graduates
that his time at the City College of New York, where he joined the
ROTC program, helped shape his life and career. Powell, who made
history serving as the first Black Secretary of State from 2001-05,
died on Oct. 18 at the age of 84.

ing’s interiors.
Additionally, the Bulgari Resort
Los Angeles’s landscape design
will be created by the award-winning Swiss landscape architect
firm ENEA, known for its work on
the
internationally-recognized
Tree Museum and the Bulgari
Hotel Beijing garden.
The resort will be built in line
with environmental criteria certified by LEED and sustainable
building practices will be observed
to ensure minimal environmental
impact. Hundreds of old-growth
and native canopy trees will be
preserved, while approximately
1,000 additional mature trees will
be planted and integrated within
the terrain to provide shade and
habitat for wildlife.
Ponds, dry riverbeds and vegetated bioswales will also be implemented around the property to capture and filter storm water and provide natural hydration for plants.
“We are delighted to partner
with Bulgari Hotels & Resorts to
bring the most sophisticated and
luxurious retreat to Los Angeles,”
Safady said. “Bulgari is the epitome of luxury lifestyle and we look
forward to creating an unparalleled
experience of indoor/outdoor living through our enclave of suites,
bungalows and private homes that
truly embrace and support the surrounding
environment
and
wildlife.”
The project is subject to the final
approvals of the City Council and
Planning Authorities of the city of
Los Angeles.

photo courtesy of Icons of Darkness

Ghoulish beasts, blood-thirsty villains and 14-foot aliens converge on
Los Angeles for an immersive public entertainment experience.

Be prepared to be scared

Rich Correll’s “Icons of
Darkness” exhibit, which features
one of the world’s largest collection
of sci-fi, horror and fantasy memorabilia, will descend on Hollywood
and Highland in time for
Halloween.
After starring in “Leave it To
Beaver,” Correll went on to produce some of the most well-known
sitcoms in American TV.
Throughout his career, Correll
amassed an extensive collection of
sci-fi and horror memorabilia.
Personal acquaintances such as
Boris Karloff, Peter Lorre, Basil
Rathbone and Alfred Hitchcock
have inspired Correll to keep the
memory of their work alive.
Representing more than 100
years of Hollywood film history
curated and collected over the last
60 years, “Icons of Darkness” is on
display to the public for the first

time ever.
Items from films such as “Star
Wars,” “Jurassic Park” and “Harry
Potter” will be on display. Screenused props, original costumes, life
casts, production-made maquettes
and makeup effects heads are just
some of the items exhibited.
Highlights of the tour include an
original costume from “Alien,”
Michael Keaton’s original suit from
“Batman,” characters from Stephen
King’s “It,” Hugh Jackman’s battle
arena Wolverine suit from “X-men”
and special-effects heads created by
eight-time Academy Award-winning makeup artist Rick Baker. The
heads include his work from films
“How the Grinch Stole Christmas,”
“Planet of the Apes” and “An
American Werewolf in London.”
The exhibit runs through Feb.
28. For information and tickets,
visit iconsofdarkness.com.
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A wonderful wine experience at
Hotel Bel-Air’s Wolfgang Puck
Strolling across the iconic, gable
bridge at the Hotel Bel Air, the
swans welcomed me as a night of
luxury awaited.
Last week, I joined a group for a
special Vérité wine dinner at
Wolfgang Puck at Hotel Bel Air.
The dining room at Wolfgang Puck
offers seating in private alcoves
with a view overlooking Swan
Lake, which is home to swans
Hercules, Athena, Odette and
Chloe.
As I continued my idyllic promenade, I was eager to experience
some of Puck’s new autumninspired dishes paired with red
Bordeaux wines from Vérité in
Sonoma County.
After I found my place setting at
an elegantly-decorated table on the
terrace, I was presented with a flute
of Charles Heidsieck Brut Reserve
to sip while perusing the vibrant
California menu infused with
Mediterranean influences.
I selected the baby hearts of
romaine Caesar salad, which was
served with a crouton covered in
soft cheese and fresh herbs. A rubyviolet La Muse 2018 was the first
of three 2018 Vérité wines poured.
The beautiful merlot-dominated
wine offers aromas of ripe plum
and spices. The red and black fruit
flavors were enhanced by a hint of
cocoa that lingered on the finish.
The Belgian endive salad with
apple, pecan, Fourme D’Ambert
and pumpkin seed oil vinaigrette

State expands
outdoor dining
Gov. Gavin Newsom on Oct. 8
signed Assembly Bill 61, which
aims to expand outdoor dining
opportunities in the state to support
small businesses, according to its
author, Assemblyman
Jesse
Gabriel (D-Woodland Hills).
AB 61 seeks to empower local
jurisdictions and the California
Department of Alcohol Beverage
Control to provide regulatory flexibility to neighborhood restaurants
struggling because of COVID-19.
“Neighborhood restaurants are
the backbone of communities
across California, but too many are
barely hanging on by a thread,”
Gabriel said. “Outdoor dining has
been a critical lifeline that has
helped these establishments keep
their doors open during these challenging times.”
AB 61 provides restaurants with
regulatory flexibility on a number of
key issues – enabling more outdoor
food preparation and service, allowing restaurants to better use their
own spaces for increased outdoor
dining capacity and extending existing ABC orders allowing for alcohol
service on outdoor premises. AB 61
also includes an urgency clause and
goes into effect immediately.
“The changes we made to support outdoor dining during the pandemic saved countless jobs and
businesses, and Angelenos have
been clear that they want to see
these improvements stay in place
for good,” Los Angeles Mayor Eric
Garcetti said. “I am proud to support Assemblymember Gabriel's
legislation that will enable us to
make outdoor dining a permanent
feature in Los Angeles and across
the state.”

By Jill Weinlein
would also pair nicely with La
Muse.
Others at the table ordered the
house-made saffron campanelle
“Cacio e Pepe” pasta with Maine
lobster, lemon, chives and Sarawak
black pepper. They preferred sipping the 2018 Le Joie, made predominantly
from
Cabernet
Sauvignon, with this dish.
Le Joie blends Merlot, Cabernet
Franc, Petit Verdot and Malbec
with the Cabernet. The wine was
fruit-forward in aromas and flavors, featuring ripe black cherry
followed by earthy notes. The
refined tannins and well-balanced
acidity were a perfect pairing for
the richer, savory dish.
For our second course, guests
received bowls of tagliatelle pasta
topped with Italian black summer
truffles and 36-month aged
Parmigiano-Reggiano. Because it’s
truffle season, the menu offers several dishes that highlight the truf-

fle, including an Italian White Alba
Winter Truffle Raviolo, served
with creamy mascarpone, toasted
pine nuts and a splash of aged balsamic.
With this course, we enjoyed the
Le Désir 2018 and a 2008 Le Désir.
What a difference 10 years can
make in the nuance of wine.
The 2008 is a Cabernet Franc
blended with Merlot, Cabernet
Sauvignon and Malbec. Each sip
offered a concentration of fruit
with a hint of exotic spice, opulent
aromatics and a soft texture. Six of
the last seven vintages of this singular Bordeaux blend achieved
scores of 95 or higher.
The 2018 blend offered a persistent finish and bright acidity, which
is excellent to drink now, but given
time, it will evolve beautifully in a
cellar.
When it was time to select
entrees, some chose the roasted
local bass served with slices of
kabocha squash and tender sunchokes. Grill marks on the skin
added a crunch to the moist, tender
white fish.
Others ordered the USDA Prime
New York sirloin steak paired with
one of the first Vérité wines produced, a 1998 La Joie. The majority-Cabernet Sauvignon blend contains Merlot, which create a dark
and deep garnet.
Its pleasing bouquet includes
ripe strawberries, dried rose petals
and a hint of pine. After one sip, I

Dia de los Muertos
Celebration!

Sun. Oct. 31
- Tues. Nov. 2
Enjoy the Foods
of Oaxaca!
• Mole Negro
Oaxaqueno
• Chicken en Mole
• Traditional Altar
with adornments

Costume Contest!
Prizes!
Goodies &
Giveaways!

photo by Jill Weinlein

Roasted local bass is served with kabocha squash and tender sunchokes at Wolfgang Puck at Hotel Bel Air.

noticed layers of holiday spice,
pine needles and a touch of cocoa.
The aged wine had a luscious, soft
finish.
The exquisite evening finished
with a flourless chocolate cake and
a small caramel apple vol-au-vent
served on a sphere of puffed pastry.
An edible gold flake added a touch
of elegance to the dessert’s beautiful presentation.
While enjoying the two-hour
dinner, I learned that Vérité is part
of the Kendall-Jackson wine
empire. In the late 1990s, Jess
Jackson and his wife, Barbara,
lured French winemaker Pierre
Seillan to Sonoma County to help
make some of the best Boudeaux-

style blends in California.
Their
son,
Christopher
Jackson, is now the proprietor,
and Pierre Seillan’s daughter,
Hélène, is the assistant winemaker. With more than 50 “micro
crus” across four appellations,
the Jackson and Seillan family
carefully craft each blend of
Vérité to create some of the most
opulent and powerfully-pleasing
red wines in the world.
Wolfgang Puck restaurant at
Hotel Bel Air is open daily for
breakfast, lunch and dinner. On
Sundays, brunch is served from 11
a.m. to 3 p.m. $$$. 701 Stone
Canyon Road, (310)909-1644.

Let’s Go Dodgers!
Blue & White Cookies
to celebrate Dodger Blue

TAKE
ME OUT
TO THE
BALLGAME!

Open 24 hours!
Dine-In, Take-Out, Delivery

Antonio’s

Mexican Restaurant
7470 Melrose Ave. • Los Angeles
323-658-9060

World Famous, Award Winning Restaurant • Deli • Bakery • Bar

419 N. Fairfax Ave. (323) 651-2030
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LA Phil celebrates new YOLA home

The Judith and Thomas L.
Beckmen YOLA Center, the new
home for the Los Angeles
Philharmonic’s YOLA program,
officially opened its doors on Oct.
16.
An official ribbon cutting ceremony, complete with musical performances from YOLA and LA
Phil musicians, kicked off the
opening. Following the ceremony,
YOLA’s Percussion Ensemble performed
in
the
Edgerton
Foundation Performance Hall as
guests toured the building.
The BYC is the first permanent

home of YOLA, and will help provide free music education to communities throughout Los Angeles
County.
Designed to build a sense of
belonging and bridge communities
and cultures, the BYC supports all
YOLA programs located in South
L.A., the Rampart District,
Westlake/MacArthur Park and
East L.A., as well as the YOLA
National Symposium and Festival.
The ribbon cutting kicked off a
yearlong celebration of special
events and activaties within the
Inglewood community, laying the

photo courtesy of the Beverly Hills Unified School District

BHHS Madrigals for hire
The Beverly Hills High School
Madrigals are now available for
holiday performances and offers
a menu of carols that include
“Angels We Have Heard of
High,” “Spin, Spin, Little
Dreidel,” “Winter Wonderland,”
“S’Vivon,” and “Here Comes
Santa Claus.” The eight singers,
comprised of two sopranos, two

altos, two tenors and two basses,
will add a touch of holiday cheer
to any party, and all proceeds help
the high school students pay for
their spring tour. The minimum
fee is $150 for the first 30 minutes with an additional $25 per 15
minutes after that. For information, visit bhhs.bhusd.org/caroling.

Spotlight deadline extended

The deadline to apply for The
Music
Center’s
Spotlight
Competition has been extended to
Oct. 22.
Southern California high school
students interested in the performing arts can apply to be a part of the
competition, which provides performing arts scholarships and artistic development through arts experiences, auditions, feedback and
mastery classes taught by professional artists and arts administrators. The competition awards more
than $100,000 in scholarships each
year.
Spotlight is completely free for
Southern California high school
students, and young artists with all
skill levels are encouraged to apply.
In the first round, all participants
must submit a video audition online
in one or more categories, including acting, ballet, classical instrumental, classical voice, dance, jazz
instrumental and non classical
voice. Spotlight applicants receive
written feedback from a distin-

guished panel of judges and a certificate of achievement.
Students who advance to the second round will audition live before
a panel of judges and receive personalized feedback from a panel of
industry experts. All participants
who advance to live audition
rounds must be fully vaccinated
against COVID-19 to participate at
The Music Center.
Sixteen semifinalists in each category will participate in a semifinal
mastery class to gain feedback
before their semifinal audition.
Applicants are invited to observe
most mastery classes. Two grand
prize finalists and an honorable
mention in each category are
announced after the semifinal auditions.
Spotlight will conclude with a
Grand Finale evening performance
on June 15 at The Music Center’s
Ahmanson Theatre.
To
apply,
visit
musiccenter.org/education/spotlight/apply-now/

photo courtesy of The Music Center

High school students have until Oct. 22 to submit applications to The
Music Center’s Spotlight Competition.

groundwork for the BYC to serve
as a creative laboratory, learning
hub, community center and a lively, welcoming place for all.
“This moment has been years in
the making, and to be able to celebrate in person with Frank,
Gustavo, Mayor [James T.] Butts,
Judith and Thomas Beckmen, our
students, and the city of Inglewood
is incredibly special,” said Chad
Smith, David C. Bohnett Chief
Executive Officer Chair of the Los
Angeles
Philharmonic
Association. “We could not have
gotten here without the generosity
of a community that embraces arts
education and understands its
value. We look forward to welcoming the next generation of
musicians, along with all our
Inglewood neighbors, to the center
in the years to come.”
Now the fifth YOLA site, the
Beckmen YOLA Center represents
a milestone in the evolution of the
15-year-old YOLA program, which
serves 1,500 K-12 students. The
first class of YOLA at Inglewood
began classes in September, and
consists of 126 students spanning
grades 1-5, more than 80% of
whom reside in Inglewood. The
center also provides the program
with its first performance space and
is equipped to support a variety of
distance learning and professional
development opportunities.
Designed by architect Frank
Gehry, the core of the BYC is the
Edgerton Foundation Performance
Hall, a performance space designed
specifically to be the same dimensions and caliber of Walt Disney

photo courtesy of the LA Phil

The Los Angeles Philharmonic officially opened the Judith and Thomas
L. Beckmen YOLA Center on Oct. 16.

Concert Hall’s stage, providing
YOLA students the opportunity to
experience professional level
acoustics.
The Edgerton Foundation
Performance Hall is designed to be
able to convert into two smaller
multi-purpose rehearsal spaces. In
performance mode, retractable
seating risers can be deployed to
provide theater-style seating for
190 people, with an additional 70
seats on a balcony.
“We knew that this would be an
unparalleled building for a youth
orchestra, being designed by Frank
Gehry, that would inspire students
to embrace and explore their musical talents,” LA Phil Music and
Artistic Director Gustavo Dudamel
said. “To be here and perform with
students today, to officially open

the doors of the BYC, is what
brings the building to life. Being
here with our community and seeing how music can transform a
physical space into a home, is why
I am a passionate supporter of
YOLA and helping to develop the
next generation of musicians.”
A variety of spaces are provided
in the building for orchestra, sectional, chamber and individual
practice. The choir room, an
ensemble room and a small practice studio are designed with
recording capabilities to support
YOLA students as they audition
for high school and college.
The building also houses offices
and an open lounge space for parents and family members to use
during YOLA hours.
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Fall Festival returns to Farmers Market

The annual Fall Festival returns
to the Original Farmers Market
this weekend, Oct. 22-24, filled
with fun activities for the entire
family.
After a brief hiatus in 2020,
L.A.’s favorite harvest festival,
established in 1934, makes its
grand return.
Mr. Jack O Lantern’s Pumpkin
Patch, along with puppet shows,
games and crafts, will be available
throughout the weekend.

A lively rotation of bands and
performers will be scattered
throughout the property. Featured
acts include Abby Girl & the Real
Deal, California Feetwarmers and
the Bob Baker Marionettes.
Not to be outdone, merchants
and vendors will be outfitted in
their Fall Festival best, making
any space throughout the market
the perfect picture moment.
For a full lineup of events, visit
farmersmarketla.com.

WeHo will host Youth Halloween Carnival

photo by Jonathan Moore courtesy of the city of West Hollywood

Children can pick out pumpkins and show off their costumes at West Hollywood’s Youth Halloween Carnival.

photo courtesy of the Original Farmers Market

Abby Girl & The Real Deal are one of the featured bands performing at
the Fall Festival.

The City of West Hollywood’s Recreation
Services Division will host its annual free Youth
Halloween Carnival from 2-5 p.m. on Oct. 23 on the
Vista Lawn at Plummer Park.
The carnival will include games, a pumpkin patch,
a trackless train, costume showcases, raffles and
entertainment.
Children are encouraged to wear costumes, and
pets are also invited to display their “Howl-o-Ween”
best.

In accordance with COVID-19 safety protocols,
all activities will take place outdoors with appropriate physical distancing. Capacity will be reduced to
50% occupancy.
The L.A. County Department of Public Health
recommends that everyone wear a face mask. A costume mask is not a substitute for a face mask that
protects against COVID-19.
To register for the event, visit weho.org/recreation.
For more information, call (323)848-6520.

Welcome to
Spooktacular Tea Party!
Boo Brownies!
Scary Sundaes!
M&M Donuts
All your favorite ﬂavors!

$21.95

$2 extra for
smoked salmon

Dine In or
Take Out!
Order Direct or from
Chow Now • Postmates
DoorDash • Uber Eats

Treat the Kids to Du-par’s Sweets!
All Treats - No Tricks!
Open M-F
6:30 am6:30 pm
Sat. & Sun
6 am- 6:30pm

Follow Us!
@duparsfm

In the Original Farmers Market • 3rd & Fairfax
(323) 933-8446 • (323) 933-8447

Peanut Butter & Jelly Triangles
Assorted Mini Sandwiches
Ham & Cheese, Chicken Salad,
Smoked Salmon upon request
($2 extra)

Open Mon-Fri.
6:30am to 6:30pm
Sat. & Sun.
6:00 am to 6:30 pm

Mini Mufﬁns & Donuts
Fresh Fruit Skewers
Tea & Apple Juice

Available
Every Day
Must order a
day in advance

In the Original Farmers Market • 3rd & Fairfax
(323) 933-8446 • (323) 933-8447
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Art show returns to Beverly Hills

photo courtesy of the city of Beverly Hills

Mayor Robert Munderlich selected a sculpture by Karo Martirosyan as
the winner of one of two Mayor’s Choice Awards.

The Beverly Hills Art Show
brought thousands of visitors to
Beverly Gardens Park where 125
artists exhibited their work in the
open outdoors from Oct. 16-17.
Guests enjoyed artwork in
ceramics, digital art, drawing and
printmaking, furnishings, glass,
jewelry, photography, mixed media,
painting, sculpture and watercolor
categories, along with fare from
gourmet food trucks.
The show returned in a scaleddown version to Beverly Gardens
Park after a two-year hiatus due to

the pandemic. An estimated 10,000
guests attended over the two-day
weekend event.
“It is so important for our community to provide programs and
events where community members,
visitors and artists can come together, gather and enjoy arts and cultural experiences,” Mayor Robert
Wunderlich said. “It’s good to be
back. These kinds of events build
community, help foster community
engagement and socialization, and
showcase the city’s commitment to
arts and culture.”

Wunderlich and Councilmember
Lester Friedman attended the show,
each selecting a piece of art as part
of the Mayor’s Choice Award.
Councilmember Friedman did not
have an opportunity to select his
Mayor’s Choice Award last year
because of the pandemic, so he
selected a piece of art this year.
The Mayor’s Choice Award is a tradition that supports the city’s commitment to the arts. The chosen artwork
will become part of the Beverly Hills
Public Art Collection, which boasts
nearly 100 pieces of art that are available in parks and facilities throughout
the city for the public to enjoy.
Wunderlich chose “Arctic” by
Karo Martirosyan. The glass and
steel sculpture is being considered
for installation at the Roxbury Park
Community Center.
“With all of the challenges facing
artists today, the show could not have
gone any better, and I commend all
of the organizers,” Martirosyan said.
“I am extremely honored to have one
of my sculptures be a permanent part
of this iconic city.”
Friedman chose “Neon Fall” by
Benjamin Gordon. The mixed
media, two-dimensional painting
will be installed in one of the city’s
public facilities.
For more information, visit beverlyhills.org/arts

Students celebrate Digital Citizenship Week

West Hollywood Elementary students this week participated in a
week full of activities to engage in

Digital Citizenship lessons and
activities in the classroom.
Students
participate
in

photo courtesy of West Hollywood Elementary

Students at West Hollywood Elementary participated in a week of activities, including a petting zoo, to celebrate Digital Citizenship Week.

O’Melveny honors 16 L.A. students

Sixteen
outstanding
Los
Angeles Unified School District
sophomores received $20,000 college scholarships at the annual
Warren Christopher Scholarship
awards ceremony on Oct. 20.
For 27 years, O’Melveny law
firm has awarded Warren
Christopher Scholarships to
exceptional LAUSD sophomores
who embody the spirit of
Christopher, the late O’Melveny
Chairman and former U.S.
Secretary of State, who championed higher education opportunities for disadvantaged students.
This year’s scholars were selected
from 123 nominees whose schools
recognized
their
academic
promise, record of community service and financial need.
“Our 2021 Scholar Class is a
truly impressive group. Each student’s story is remarkable and
their drive to succeed is inspirational,” said O’Melveny partner
Cassandra Seto, who led the selection process. “It is an honor to
support these ambitious students

as they continue to strive for
excellence. We hope this vote of
confidence in their talent and
determination will encourage
them to keep dreaming big and
help them achieve their goals.”
Michelle Artiga Rivera, a student at Girls Academic Leadership
Academy, is among the 16 students to receive the award.
In fifth grade, Rivera became
aware of the importance of safe
neighborhoods and witnessed how
injustices within her community
served as barriers for positive
change, so decided to make her
community a better place.
Rivera began volunteering with
Sunrise LA Youth, an organization
for youth to fight climate change.
Since then, she has volunteered
with 14 campaigns.
“When I realized that I could
use my skills and background,
activism began feeling like my
purpose,” Rivera said. “As I’ve
continued with my activism, I’ve
begun to feel like the work I do is
more like a duty rather than a

#DigCitCommit each year to begin
cultivating a positive and proactive
digital footprint. Students focus of
the dos and don’ts of online usage.
Dig Cit Commit includes 5 areas
of competency: being inclusive,
being informed, being engaged,
being balanced and being alert.
For Digital Citizenship Week
2021 West Hollywood Elementary
focused on helping students think
about restoring balance with technology in their lives.
The school celebrated with experiences like a mobile petting zoo,
Cool Critter show, learning dances
with coding and human iterations,
exploring loops and patterns, experiencing mindfulness lessons, and
engaging in rich digital citizenship
lessons in the classroom.
West Hollywood Elementary is
located at 970 Hammond St.

choice.
Since its inception, the Warren
Christopher Scholarship Program
has awarded more than $7 million
in college scholarships to more
than 250 Los Angeles-area students. The program recognizes rising academic stars in the 10th
grade with the goal of motivating
them to excel throughout high
school and to attend and graduate
from college.
Each scholar receives $5,000 a
year during their four years in college. During the COVID-19 pandemic, scholars received additional support.
Warren Christopher Scholars
have gone on to attend and graduate from some of the country’s
most prestigious universities,
including
Harvard,
Yale,
Princeton, Brown, Stanford, MIT,
Duke and almost all of the UC
schools. Many scholars are now
teachers, public servants, doctors
and lawyers.
The program is managed by the
Warren Christopher Scholarship
Committee and the California
Community Foundation in Los
Angeles.

Newspapers recognized

photo by Steve Chiang

Beverly Press and Park Labrea News publishers Michael and Karen
Villalpando attended the 63rd Annual Los Angeles Press Club Southern
California Journalism awards on Saturday, Oct. 16, at the Millenium
Biltmore Hotel. The newspapers were finalists for “BEST ISSUE: A publication, supplement or special issue from a single day, demonstrating outstanding art direction, layout and/or graphics,” for the Feb. 6, 2020, “30
years on the masthead” issue. Honored at the event were Sanjay Gupta,
Mark Brown, Sean Penn, Bari Weiss and dozens of other journalists.

Swedish consulate opens in L.A.

Sweden opened an honorary consulate in Los Angeles on Oct. 20 at
11766 Wilshire Blvd., Ste. 270.
The Swedish government has
selected Gudrun Giddings as the
new honorary consul. The consulate in Los Angeles is Sweden’s
28th honorary consulate in the
United States, in addition to the
Consulate General of Sweden in
New York. The honorary consulate in Los Angeles will notarize
documents, deliver passports and
drivers’ licenses that have been
issued by other government agencies, receive applications for coordination numbers and issue emer-

gency passports for Swedish citizens. The honorary consulate will
also work with local businesses
and organizations to promote
Sweden, Swedish businesses and
culture.
“With many Swedes living in
L.A. and a lot of Swedish citizens
traveling for business and studies to
and from the sunny city of Los
Angeles, it is fantastic news that a
Swedish Consulate is finally opening,” Giddings said.
Visiting hours are by appointment only. For information, call
(424)372 3444, or email losangeles@consulateofsweden.org.
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P O L I C E B LOT T E R
The following crimes occurred in West Hollywood, Beverly Hills and the
areas patrolled by the LAPD’s Wilshire and Hollywood divisions between
Oct. 10 and Oct. 14. The information was compiled from
crimemapping.com. To report a crime, call local law enforcement agencies:
Los Angeles Police Department, Wilshire Division (213)473-0476, Los
Angeles County Sheriff’s Department West Hollywood Station (310)8558850, and the Beverly Hills Police Department, (310)550-4951.

Beverly Hills Police
Department

West Hollywood
Sheriff’s Station

Oct. 10

Oct. 10

An unknown suspect stole a vehicle parked near the corner of
Wilshire and Whittier at 11:41 a.m.

At 12:30 a.m., an unknown suspect committed a petty theft in the
600 block of N. Robertson.

At 9:20 p.m., an unknown suspect
robbed a victim in the 400 block of
S. Roxbury.

An unknown suspect pickpocketed
a victim in the 8900 block of Santa
Monica at 1 a.m.

An unknown suspect robbed a victim near the corner of Charleville
and Santa Monica at 9:20 p.m.

At 1:45 a.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 8800
block of Sunset.

An unknown suspect robbed a victim in the 9400 block of Wilshire at
9:30 p.m.

An unknown suspect assaulted a
victim near the corner of
Havenhurst and Santa Monica at
1:50 a.m.

Oct. 11
An unknown suspect burglarized a
vehicle parked in the 100 block of
Swall at 5:15 a.m.
At 4:30 p.m., an unknown suspect
stole auto parts in the 300 block of
Canon.
An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft in the 100 block of N.
Hamilton at 7 p.m.

Oct. 12
An unknown suspect stole a vehicle parked in the 9100 block of
Wilshire at 1:14 p.m.
At 3 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 200
block of N. Canon.
An unknown suspect committed a
grand theft in the 9700 block of
Wilshire at 3:10 p.m.
At 5:15 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a grand theft in the 400
block of S. Roxbury.
A suspect was arrested on suspicion of driving under the influence
of alcohol or drugs near the corner
of Santa Monica and Rodeo at
5:20 p.m.
At 8 p.m., an unknown suspect
stole auto parts in the 9900 block
of Young.

Oct. 13
At 11:41 a.m., an unknown suspect committed a petty theft in the
200 block of Rodeo.
An unknown suspect robbed a victim near the corner of Santa
Monica and Beverly at 1:42 p.m.
At 4:11 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a grand theft in the
9700 block of Wilshire.
An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft in the 100 block of N.
Hamilton at 4:45 p.m.

At 2 a.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 8900
block of Santa Monica.
An unknown suspect burglarized a
vehicle parked in the 8800 block of
Melrose at 6:30 p.m.
At 7:05 p.m., a suspect assaulted
a victim during a domestic violence incident in the 800 block of
N. San Vicente.

Oct. 11
At 7 a.m., an unknown suspect
committed a burglary in the 8700
block of Rosewood.
An unknown suspect committed a
grand theft in the 8000 block of
Norton at 8:54 a.m.
At 11:27 a.m., an unknown suspect committed a burglary in the
7100 block of Santa Monica.
An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft in the 1100 block of N.
La Cienega at 5 p.m.

Oct. 12
At 11 a.m., an unknown suspect
assaulted a victim in the 7500
block of Norton.

Oct. 13
An unknown suspect committed a
burglary in the 1200 block of
Havenhurst at 5:45 p.m.
At 7:40 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a burglary in the 600
block of West Knoll.

Oct. 14
At 8:49 a.m., an unknown suspect
burglarized a vehicle parked in the
800 block of N. Alfred.
An unknown suspect assaulted a
victim near the corner of Fountain
and Laurel at 12:14 p.m.

committed a burglary in the 800
block of N. McCadden.
An unknown suspect committed a
burglary in the 400 block of N.
Laurel at 8:30 a.m.
At 9:40 a.m., an unknown suspect
robbed a victim in the 7800 block
of Beverly.

8760 SHOREHAM DRIVE,
West Hollywood, California

REQUEST:

Appeal of the Planning Commission’s approval to demolish
all structures on-site and construct a three-story, 11-unit
multi-family development.

PERMIT(S):

An unknown suspect burglarized a
vehicle parked near the corner of
Alden and Swall at 10 p.m.

Appeal of a Demolition Permit,
Development Permit, Modification Permit, and any other required permits.

APPLICANT(S):

John Mebasser, Architect

Oct. 11

APPELLEANT(S):

Barry Scott, Sunset Plaza Terrace HOA

TIME/PLACE
OF HEARING:

Teleconference Meeting
Monday, November 1, 2021
at 6:00 p.m.
This meeting will be a teleconferenced meeting (with detailed instructions for
participation included on the
posted agenda).

ZONES:

R4A (Residential, Multi-Family
High Density)

At 1 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a burglary in the 300
block of N. Highland.
An unknown suspect burglarized a
vehicle parked in the 1500 block of
N. Vista at 8:30 p.m.
At 8:30 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 7200
block of Franklin.

An unknown suspect assaulted a
victim in the 1300 block of N.
Poinsettia at 1 a.m.
At 3:35 a.m., an unknown suspect
stole a vehicle parked in the 1600
block of N. Poinsettia.
An unknown suspect stole a vehicle parked in the 6400 block of
Sunset at 10:45 a.m.
At noon, an unknown suspect burglarized a vehicle parked in the
5700 block of Olympic.
An unknown suspect stole a vehicle parked in the 7000 bloc of
Hawthorn at 10 p.m.
At 11:30 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 1600
block of Cherokee.

Oct. 12
An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft in the 6700 block of
Hollywood at 9 a.m.
At 11 a.m., an unknown suspect
burglarized a vehicle parked in the
100 block of S. Hayworth.
An unknown suspect committed a
grand theft in the 1100 block of N.
McCadden at noon.
At 5:20 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a vehicle burglary in the
8500 block of Beverly.
An unknown suspect burglarized a
vehicle parked near the corner of
Harper and Beverly at 9:20 p.m.
At 11 p.m., an unknown suspect
burglarized a vehicle parked in the
1700 block of N Curson.
An unknown suspect burglarized a
vehicle parked in the 1700 block of
N. Curson at 11 p.m.

Oct. 13
At 2 a.m., an unknown suspect
burglarized a vehicle parked in the
500 block of S. Burnside.
A burglary was reported in the
1600 block of Vine at 5:30 a.m.
At 5:02 p.m., an unknown suspect
robbed a victim in the 7900 block
of Beverly.

At 3:15 p.m.,. an unknown suspect
committed a grand theft in the 200
block of S. Beverly.

Los Angeles Police
Department

An unknown suspect committed a
burglary in the 8100 block of
Beverly at 7:30 p.m.

An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft in the 100 block of N.
Gale at 6:27 p.m.

Oct. 10

At 8 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 6300
block of Sunset.

At 7 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a grand theft in the 300
block of Rexford.

An unknown suspect robbed a victim near the corner of Highland
and Selma at 12:20 a.m.
At 1 a.m., an unknown suspect

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the West Hollywood
City Council will hold a Public Hearing to consider the
following item:
LOCATIONS:

An unknown suspect committed a
grand theft in the 8500 block of
Beverly at 12:37 p.m.

At 7 p.m., an unknown suspect
stole a vehicle parked near the
corner of Romaine and La Jolla.

Oct. 14

CITY OF WEST HOLLYWOOD
PUBLIC HEARING NOTICE

An unknown suspect committed a
grand theft in the 400 block of S.
Burnside at 8 p.m.

ENVIRONMENTAL
STATUS:
Categorically exempt from California Environmental Quality
Act (CEQA) Regulations pursuant to Section §15332 (In-Fill
Development)
City Hall is accessible by appointment only. The
staff report will be available on Wednesday, October
27, 2021 on-line at www.weho.org
IF YOU CHALLENGE this item in court, you may be
limited to raising only those issues you or someone
else raised at the Public Hearing described in this notice, or in the written correspondence delivered to the
West Hollywood City Council, via the Planning & Development Services Department at, or prior to, the
Public Hearing.
If you require special assistance to participate in this
meeting (e.g., a signer for the hearing impaired), you
must call, or submit your request in writing to the Office
of the City Clerk at (323) 848-6409 at least 48 hours
prior to the meeting.
ALL INTERESTED PERSONS are invited to participate in said Public Hearing to express their opinion in
this matter.
IF YOU DO NOT HAVE COMPUTER ACCESS AND
WOULD LIKE A MAILED COPY OF THE AGENDA
AND STAFF REPORT, OR YOU NEED FURTHER INFORMATION regarding this item, contact Dereck Purificacion, Associate Planner in the Planning &
Development Services Department at (323) 848-6475;
or via email at: dpurification@weho.org

Melissa Crowder, City Clerk

Мы сообщаем вам об обсуждении проекта. Для дополнительной информации на русском языке звоните:
323-848-6826.
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Children’s Hospital Los Angeles kicks off
annual Halloween greeting card drive
At Children’s Hospital Los
Angeles, Halloween is all about
treats when it comes to patients.
Supporters and friends in the
community, across the country and
around the world are invited to take
part in the hospital’s annual
Halloween greeting card drive.
Individuals can go online by Oct.
31, choose from one of three readyto-color designs – a cat, a dog and a
bunny – and write a personal message of cheer to a patient.
The coloring cards containing
special notes will then be printed
out and hand-delivered by CHLA’s
Child Life team to pediatric
patients, along with fun goody bags
to celebrate the season.
An anonymous donor has
pledged to give $1 to the hospital
for each card sent by Oct. 31. The
donor committed up to $75,000 for
the coloring card event.
Even though the hospital is not
able to hold its annual Pumpkin
Party and costume dress-up for
patients and families due to pandemic precautions, patients will be
able to engage in a variety of seasonal-themed activities including
pumpkin decorating and arts and
crafts.
Those filling out cards are asked
to send messages that evoke the

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the West Hollywood
Planning Commission will hold a Public Hearing to
consider the following item:

photo courtesy of Children’s Hospital Los Angeles

The public can send Halloween cards to CHLA pediatric patients like
Tefa, age 5.

spirit of Halloween, rather than “get
well” notes to keep the celebration
positive and upbeat.
Because of COVID-19, the hospital cannot guarantee that a card
can be delivered to a specific

patient. Instead of writing personalized messages, participants are
encouraged to write a message that
applies to all patients.
To send a card, visit chla.org/halloween.

Block party planned in historic Beverly Fairfax
Save Beverly Fairfax will host a
block party open to the public from
10 a.m. to noon on Oct. 24 to celebrate the historic neighborhood.
Each year in October, Save
Beverly Fairfax hosts a block party
to commemorate the October 2018
designation of the Beverly Fairfax
historic district and to share the
National Register of Historic Places
period revival residential buildings
with L.A. residents.
The neighborhood features intact
examples of 1920s and ’30s historic

architecture. Roughly bounded by
Rosewood Avenue, Melrose
Avenue, Gardner Street, Vista
Street, Beverly Boulevard and
Fairfax Avenue, the neighborhood
is laden with Spanish Colonial
Revival, Late Chateauesque, Tudor
Revival,
Colonial
Revival,
Monterey Revival, Art Deco and
Streamline Moderne homes.
Along with the Art Deco Society
of Los Angeles, Save Beverly
Fairfax is working on a Historic
Cultural Monument status for the

Fairfax Theatre on Beverly
Boulevard. The organizations
worked to win National Register of
Historic Places status for the 1930
Fairfax Theatre and were granted
designation in September.
The block party will be held at
340 North Sierra Bonita Avenue.
Residents and those interested in
the historic districts are invited to
explore the neighborhood for free.
Masks are required. The public
should RSVP to info@savebeverlyfairfax.com.

L.A. art gallery presents three exhibitions
The City of Los Angeles
Department of Cultural Affairs and
the Los Angeles Municipal Art
Gallery are presenting the first
institutional solo exhibitions by Los
Angeles
artists Lukas
Geronimas, Nevine Mahmoud
and Vanessa McConnell.
The exhibits will be shown
through Dec. 12 at the Los Angeles
Municipal Art Gallery at 4800
Hollywood Blvd.
Working in painting, sculpture
and installation, each of the artists
possess a dedication to their craft
and an obsessive compulsion to
make. Though the artists employ
radically different methodologies,
they share a labor-intensive
approach, painstakingly working
and reworking their materials many
times to transform them into entirely new objects.
In this way, Geronimas,
Mahmoud, and McConnell all
point to the alchemy of the creative
process, inviting the public to consider the nature of subliminal
responses to specific objects,
shapes, textures and colors.
Geronimas has created a series of
new sculptural works commissioned especially for the gallery
that evoke ancient ritualistic

CITY OF WEST HOLLYWOOD
PUBLIC HEARING NOTICE

objects. This includes a column,
tomb, relics, as well as a series of
pointed Gothic-style window
frames that make reference to the
Los Angeles Municipal Art
Gallery’s church-like floor plan.
The exhibition will feature a
sculpture incorporating iconic elements from a cross-cultural range
of devotional figures. Evoking the
auratic status of sacred objects and
spaces, these works explore the
alchemical process by which inanimate objects come to be imbued
with spiritual significance.
In Mahmoud’s exhibition, several recent sculptures and installations will be brought together for
the first time. Mahmoud makes
provocative sculptures from
glass, steel, resin and precious
stones such as onyx, alabaster and
marble.
Her work often takes the form of
fruits or body parts, from curvaceous busts to voluptuous cherries.
The works’ pristine polished surfaces and immaculate pedestals
stand in stark contrast to their
fleshy volumes and suggest otherworldly, surreal entities.
The exhibition will also feature a
series of works that connote
objects of play. Combining ele-

mental compositions and primary
colors with cold, fragile materials,
the works frustrate the public’s
instinct to touch and explore. The
contrast between childish items
and Mahmoud’s more sensual
objects creates an unsettling effect,
inviting the viewer to consider the
psychological origins of such bodily impulses as abjection and
attraction.
McConnell’s exhibition will present a selection of recent paintings
and works on paper characterized
by their thick impasto surfaces and
decisive brushstrokes. McConnell
creates densely-textured abstract
compositions by adding multiple
layers of acrylic paint, often working until her brush is too heavy with
paint to be manipulated.
The expressive nature of her
mark-making, which sometimes
leads to tears and rips in the paper,
evinces the artist’s powerful compulsion to paint. The exhibition
will also feature a selection of
ephemera
generated
by
McConnell’s distinctive process,
including a series of paintdrenched brushes and vessels from
the studio that have acquired a lacquered appearance over time.
For information, visit lamag.org.

LOCATIONS:

8746 SUNSET BOULEVARD,
West Hollywood, California

REQUEST:

Amendment to Development
Permit 01-44 to eliminate Condition of Approval No. 11.1, limiting the use of the building to
retail use only, and Condition of
Approval No. 11.2, limiting the
hours of operation of the use
from 9:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
daily.

PERMIT(S):

Development Permit Amendment, and any other required
permits.

APPLICANT(S):

Jeffrey A. Seymour, Seymour
Consulting Group

TIME/PLACE
OF HEARING:

Teleconference Meeting
Thursday, November 4, 2021
at 6:30 p.m.
This meeting will be a teleconferenced meeting (with detailed instructions for
participation included on the
posted agenda).

ZONES:

SSP (Sunset Specific Plan)

ENVIRONMENTAL
STATUS:
Categorically exempt from California Environmental Quality
Act (CEQA) Regulations pursuant to Section §15301 (Existing Facilities).
City Hall is accessible by appointment only. The
staff report will be available on Thursday, October 28,
2021 on-line at www.weho.org
IF YOU CHALLENGE this item in court, you may be
limited to raising only those issues you or someone
else raised at the Public Hearing described in this notice, or in the written correspondence delivered to the
West Hollywood Planning Commission, via the Planning & Development Services Department at, or prior
to, the Public Hearing.
If you require special assistance to participate in this
meeting (e.g., a signer for the hearing impaired), you
must call, or submit your request in writing to the Office
of the City Clerk at (323) 848-6409 at least 48 hours
prior to the meeting.
ALL INTERESTED PERSONS are invited to participate in said Public Hearing to express their opinion in
this matter.
IF YOU DO NOT HAVE COMPUTER ACCESS AND
WOULD LIKE A MAILED COPY OF THE AGENDA
AND STAFF REPORT, OR YOU NEED FURTHER INFORMATION regarding this item, contact Antonio
Castillo, Senior Planner in the Planning & Development Services Department at (323) 848-6475; or via
email at: acastillo@weho.org
Melissa Crowder, City Clerk

$" !   !  .
       !!  "   :
323-848-6826.
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‘The Last Duel’ eventually reaches an interesting point
Acclaimed director Ridley Scott
borrows from the #MeToo movement and “Rashomon” storytelling
to deliver the “Blade Runner”
auteur’s most enjoyable film in several years.
That doesn’t mean “The Last
Duel,” a 14th century drama portraying France’s final trial by combat, reinvigorates the once-incomparable filmmaker’s contributions
this century.
“The Last Duel” hardly flops,
though it certainly did at the U.S.
box office, earning a measly $4.8
million opening weekend (produced for 20 times that). It ranks
somewhere
between
Scott’s
“Kingdom of Heaven” and “Alien:
Covenant.” So it’s watchable but
hardly top tier.
Scott normally favors a standard

chronological story, but “The Last
Duel” steals from the Kurosawa
playbook, including three chapters
that all begin with “the truth
according to” Sir Jean de
Carrouges, Jacques Le Gris and
Marguerite de Carrouges. Up first,
Sir Jean de Carrouges (Matt
Damon) sports a historically terrible mullet while he drowns in debt
and social irrelevance. The family
name still holds some cultural currency, but his pride earns him even
more enemies.
Then comes Jacques Le Gris
(Adam Driver) adorned with luxurious locks that only improved
since a few “Star Wars” adventures.
He’s best buds with Pierre
d’Alençon (Ben Affleck), rocking
unnatural blond hair and a goatee to
match, and is one of those folks

photo courtesy of 20th Century Pictures

Jodie Comer portrays Marguerite de Carrouges in director Ridley Scott’s
historical drama “The Last Duel.”

‘Ron’s Gone Wrong’ at El Capitan

El Capitan Theatre will play
Twentieth Century Studios and
Locksmith Animation’s
“Ron’s Gone Wrong” from
Oct. 22-31 October 31.
"Ron's Gone Wrong" is the story
of Barney (Jack Dylan Grazer), a
socially awkward middle schooler
and Ron (Zack Galifianakis), his
new walking, talking, digitally-connected device, which is supposed to
be his “Best Friend out of the Box.”
Ron's hilarious malfunctions,
set against the backdrop of the
social media age, launch the duo
into an action-packed journey in
which boy and robot come to
terms with the wonderful messiness of true friendship. The film
is rated PG-13 for some rude
material, thematic elements and
language
A special opening night event
will be held at 7 p.m. on Oct. 21.
Guests will be among the first to
the film and each ticket includes
reserved seating, one 64-oz. tub of
popcorn, one 20-oz. beverage and
an opening night fan event sou-

venir credential with lanyard.
Tickets for opening night are
$25 per person regardless of age.
D23 Gold Members can show
their member card and receive one
complimentary 64-oz. box of popcorn, one 20-ox. Beverage and a
“Ron’s Gone Wrong” journal
while supplies last.
During the run, guests can enjoy
a Ron-themed photo opportunity.
The Mighty Wurlitzer Organ will
be played before screenings from
Oct. 21-24 and Oct. 30-31.
Daily showtimes for the film are
10 a.m., 1 p.m., 4 p.m., 7 p.m. and
9:55 p.m. Showtimes and dates are
subject to change.
Tickets are $13 for adults, $10
for children ages 3 to 11 and $10
for seniors over the age of 60 for
shows on Monday through
Thursday. For weekend shows,
tickets are $18 for adults, and $14
for children and seniors.
Guests must wear a face covering while in the theater. To purchase tickets, visit elcapitantickets.com.

who butts heads with Sir Jean.
Jacques’ loyalty to Pierre earns him
great favor, including any woman’s
attention – at least that’s how he
perceives things.
Their stories dominate the first
two “truths” leading up to the rape
of Marguerite de Carrouges (Jodie
Comer), Sir Jean’s wife. For the
final act, her “truth” revisits events

“The Last Duel’s”
primary strength
revolves around
undercutting idealized chivalry.
Fighting for a
woman’s honor
actually endangers the victim –
who will be executed in case of
defeat – though it
only elevates the
alleged hero.
from her perspective before moving on to the trial and inevitable
showdown that will determine the
guilty party, a rare legal option at
the time in lieu of a traditional court
proceeding.
Most of the film sidelines
Marguerite as a tactic to represent
the Late Middle Ages. Men fancied
themselves the only full humans,

photo courtesy of 20th Century Pictures

Jacques Le Gris (Adam Diver), left, and Sir Jean de Carrouges (Matt
Damon) face off in “The Last Duel.”

deeming women mere property,
their complaints no more than hysterics. So the story presents that
archaic practice first, built into the
film’s DNA. The challenge of such
a tactic is the transition from that
male to female gaze.
It kinda works, especially for a
Scott film. He’s hardly the best person to tell this story. His rationale
for all-white casting a Moses epic
was telling Variety he, “can’t mount
a film of this budget, where I have
to rely on tax rebates in Spain, and
say that my lead actor is
Mohammad so-and-so from suchand-such.”
Add to that several of his other
female lead films, which hardly end
well for women: “Covenant”
undercuts its heroine and takes
down another from “Prometheus”
too, which is unsettling considering
the initial care for Ripley in
“Alien.” Meanwhile, “Thelma &
Louise” is notable but problematic.
Frankly, the best portion of the
film likely isn’t thanks to Scott or
the other two male screenwriters.
Acts one and two, written by
Damon and Affleck, feel unnecessarily long as they present deep
dives into insufferable characters,
especially Sir Jean, who ascends on

the battlefield but suffers from a
lance up the faulds.
The third act, solely written by
Nicole Holofcener, finally gets to
the heart of the story, including
legal proceedings and the thrilling
fight scene. If only the entire 153
minutes could feel as significant as
the final act.
On a technical level, the
“Rashomon” tactic – splitting the
film into chapters – parades as
clever, but tedium sets in once the
story resets and scenes go on repeat.
Films like “Vantage Point” have
attempted this before, hoping to
present the same scene, the “truth,”
with new insights through differing
perspectives. That doesn’t happen
here. Most feel verbatim, introducing minute additions or mild
changes in cinematography that
reframe the point of view.
“The Last Duel’s” primary
strength revolves around undercutting idealized chivalry. Fighting for
a woman’s honor actually endangers the victim – who will be executed in case of defeat – though it
only elevates the alleged hero. The
whole experience is clunky, more
interesting to discuss and web
search afterwards than experience
on the silver screen.

Bogie’s Liquo
or
Let’s GO Dodggers!
Gather with friends
to watch the
LA Dodgers and stock up on
it b
allll your ffavorite
beverages
from Bogies!

Wine • Spirits • Champagne • Beer • Kegss

photo courtesy of 20th Century Studios

“Ron’s Gone Wrong” follows a boy and his new talking robot as they
come to terms with the messiness of true friendship.

5753 Melrose Av
Ave.
Corner off Melrose & Vine • (323) 469-1414
www.bogiesliquor.com
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The Getty Museum acquires
16th century masterpiece

photo courtesy of the Getty Museum

Jacopo Bassano’s “The Miracle of the Quails” will be displayed with
works by other master artists of 16th century Venice.

The J. Paul Getty Museum has
acquired a 16th-century painting by
Venetian artist Jacopo Bassano
(1510-1592) titled “The Miracle of
the Quails,” which was created in
1554 and considered to be among
the artist’s largest and most ambitious works.
“‘The Miracle of the Quails’ is
an exceptional example of
Bassano’s distinctive artistic style
and his juxtaposing of historical
subjects with everyday people in a
state of poverty. Although it is
widely recognized as one of his
most
extraordinary
artistic
achievements, it has been rarely
seen by scholars and never by the
general public,” said Timothy
Potts, the Maria Hummer-Tuttle
and Robert Tuttle Director of the J.
Paul Getty Museum. “With its
grand scale, this striking and daring painting will become a centerpiece of our 16th century northern
Italian paintings gallery, alongside
works by Titian, Veronese,
Savoldo, Lotto and Dossi.”
The painting was commissioned
in 1554 by the Venetian nobleman
Domenico Priuli. The subject is the
Old Testament story of the Miracle
of the Quails, mentioned in the
books of Exodus and Numbers. A
single line from the Old
Testament’s text turns into a monumental (the painting is 92 inches
long) and complex composition.
In the painting, Aaron and Moses
are portrayed on the left in close
conversation, while the rest of the

canvas is occupied by an animated
and naturalistic depiction of the
people of Israel. Bassano is perhaps
the least known of the great
painters of 16th century Venice,
which included Giorgione, Titian,
Tintoretto, Veronese and Lotto.
Increasingly, the artist is being recognized as the creator of some of
the most astonishing and original
paintings of the 16th century, museum officials said.
“This painting perfectly embodies the genre to which Bassano
owed his fame during his lifetime:
the depiction of biblical themes
with a pastoral character, where
realistic details from everyday life
are incorporated into compositions
of great formal sophistication,” said
Davide Gasparotto, senior curator
of paintings at the Getty Museum.
“Black shadows prevail and deeply
resonant colors gleam from thick
layers of pigment. Precisely drawn
surface details have blurred into
roughly applied swaths of loose
brushstrokes. This almost abrupt
but highly calculated simplicity
lends the picture a mysterious and
poetic aura.”
The Getty’s collection also
includes a portrait by Bassano and
a drawing titled “Christ Driving the
Money Changers Out of the
Temple.” “The Miracle of the
Quails” will be on display in the
Getty Museum’s North Pavilion
galleries, 1200 Getty Center Drive.
For information, call (310)4407300, or visit getty.edu.

Women’s Guild honors philanthropist

Women’s Guild Cedars-Sinai, a
volunteer organization that has supported world-class healthcare
through research and innovation at
Cedars-Sinai for more than 60
years, will honor philanthropist
Barbara Herman at its annual gala
on Nov. 3 in Beverly Hills.
Herman, who has served as a
Women’s Guild board member since
1965, and is currently the organization’s co-treasurer, will be honored
with the Humanitarian Award.
Herman gave her first significant
contribution to the Women’s Guild
Simulation Center for Advanced
Clinical Skills. She gave her second
significant contribution to Women’s
Guild because she felt strongly
about the charity’s current endeavor,
the Women’s Guild Neurology
Project, chaired by Nancy Sicotte.
The Neurology Project supports
innovative research and education
for the understanding and treatment

of complex neurological disorders,
including stroke, Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease, multiple
sclerosis, ALS, dementia, epilepsy
and migraines.
“What Dr. Nancy Sicotte and the
Cedars-Sinai
Department
of
Neurology team are doing with
research on the brain is so important,” Herman said. “If her team can
come up with some kind of treatment to help people suffering from
stroke, Alzheimer’s and dementia, I
thought, ‘OK. I’ll do that.’”
Women’s Guild Cedars-Sinai has
raised nearly $60 million in support
of Cedars-Sinai’s most critical
work, including the Women’s Guild
Distinguished Chair in Neurology,
the Women’s Guild Chair in
Gastroenterology, Women’s Guild
Simulation Center for Advanced
Clinical Skills, Women’s Guild
Lung Institute and the Saul and
Joyce Brandman Breast Center.

LACMA hosts programs with Obama portraits tour
In conjunction with LACMA’s
presentation of “The Obama
Portraits Tour” and “Black
American Portraits,” the museum
will host a series of programs
inspired by the theme of portraiture.
LACMA will kick of its exhibition programming on Nov. 7 with
an all-day open house to celebrate
the opening of the two exhibitions.
The celebration will include conversations, music and a special
activation on the museum’s campus. The Obama portraits will be
on display through Jan. 2, and
“Black American Portraits” will be
on view through April 17.
Throughout the exhibitions’ run,
related programs will be presented,
including film screenings, artist
talks, poetry slams and family programs. Programs will be held
either virtually or in-person on the
museum’s campus.
“’The Obama Portraits Tour’
and ‘Black American Portraits’
present an exciting opportunity
to share programs that encourage conversations on the power of
portraiture,” said Naima Keith,
Vice President of Education and
Programs.
From Nov. 8 through Dec. 17,
“Black Joy and Resilience Film
Series” will screen at 5 p.m. The
virtual film program will feature
post-screening
conversations
between filmmakers discussing
representations of Black joy and
resilience in film, particularly
against the historical backdrop of
framing Black themes through
lenses of tragedy and oppression.
On Nov. 16 from 3-5 p.m., the
museum will present a Black
American portraiture interdiscipli-
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“Barack Obama” by Kehinde Wiley, left, and “Michelle LaVaughn
Robinson Obama” by Amy Sherald, right, will be exhibited at LACMA
next year as part of the portraits’ tour of five U.S. cities.

nary writing workshop in which
participants will listen to music
and read poetry from the Harlem
Renaissance and the Civil Rights,
Black Power and Black Life
Matters movements. Participants
will examine works of art alongside writing exercise that prompt
self-reflection and engagement.
No writing experience is required.
The workshop costs $5 for members
and $8 for the general public.
Also on Nov. 16, LACMA
teaching artist Elonda Norris will
host free virtual art discussions
from 1-2 p.m. She will guide the
care partner and person living with
early-stage
dementia
or
Alzheimer’s to look at and discuss
works of art.
On Nov. 22, hear from Lonnie
Bunch, the 14th secretary of the
Smithsonian, in conversation
with Michael Govan, CEO and

Wilshire temple welcomes author

Philosopher, journalist and
author Bernard-Henri Lévy returns
to Wilshire Boulevard Temple for a
discussion on his book “The Will to
See” on Sunday, Oct. 31, at 4 p.m.
Lévy explores urgent humanitar-

ian crises around the world in his
new book and will discuss them
with author and journalist Tom
Teicholz. He reports on his eight
investigative trips before and during the coronavirus pandemic, from

Wallis Annenberg Director of
LACMA as they discuss the
“Obama Portraits Tour.” The discussion will be held from noon to
1 p.m. on YouTube.
On several dates throughout
November and December, the
museum will host “5 Questions, 5
Artists: Reframing Portraiture,” a
Zoom conversation series. The
series will include conversations
between artists and LACMA curator and educators in which each
artist is presented with the same
five questions about portraiture.
From 7-8 p.m. on Dec. 16, join a
Zoom poetry slam. Poets representing each of the “Obama
Portraits Tour” areas will present
original works inspired by the
Obamas and their portraits.
Admission to the exhibitions is
included with general admission tickets. For information, visit lacma.org.
massacred Christian villages in
Nigeria to a dangerously fragile
Afghanistan on the eve of the
Taliban talks. General admission
tickets are $10 and proof of vaccination is required. The temple is
located at 3663 Wilshire Blvd. For
information, visit wbtla.org/bhl.

ANDREW JONES AUCTIONS TO
PRESENT “THE JOHN NELSON
COLLECTION” OCTOBER 24
Andrew Jones Auctions will present the first in a series of special auction events on October 24 for “The John Nelson Collection.” This string of sales will be a celebration of the unerring
eye of John Nelson, a man considered by many to be a design
and antiques institution for over 50 years – as well as the man
behind the eponymous John Nelson Antiques on La Cienega
Blvd in Los Angeles. The October 24 auction will be online only
and begin at 10AM. Interested parties can contact Andrew
Jones Auctions at www.andrewjonesauctions.com. By appointment previews will be held on October 21, 22 and 23.
“As a personal friend of John’s, it is an absolute honor for us to
have been entrusted with this sale - I only wish it was not happening for many more years,” said Andrew Jones. “I will certainly miss John sitting at the back of the auction room on sale
days, bidding passionately, and enjoying the cut and thrust of
battling it out with other bidders, all whilst giving the auctioneer
a bit of banter!”
John Nelson, who passed away in June 2021, traveled to Europe over 70 times. He and his partner, Robert Rounds,
created a life that blended business and pleasure, affording
them both the riches of friends around the world, whether it was dinner parties in London with Princess Margaret or drinking with the
waiters after hours at Café de Flore in Paris. The John Nelson Collection auction on October 24 will feature Chinese porcelain, paintings, French decorative arts, sculpture, antiquities, Grand Tour objects and furniture from all over Europe. Of course, mirrors and
chandeliers, two of John Nelson’s passions, are also included in the collection.
The kickoff auction on Oct. 24 will include a magnificent pair of Italian carved marble life size dogs ($20,000-30,00) to greet clients at
the front door during the preview. These dogs will be guarding over a treasure trove of art and antiques including a monumental pair
of Irish George II giltwood mirrors, formerly in the Collection of William Keck ($10,000-15,000).
Additional highlights include a fine Louis XV style gilt bronze parquetry bureau plat ($7,000-9,000), two wonderful Grand Tour bronze
figures of an athlete and Spinario (each $4,000-6,000), a favorite of John’s - an elegant Baltic gilt bronze and cut glass chandelier
($15,000-20,000), and a charming Louis XV style gilt bronze boar form mantel clock. ($3,000-5,000).
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Vacancy could still be filled via election WeHo to host its own Pride
From page 1

From page 1

Place for Youth and the Beverly
Hills Education Foundation.
A former BHUSD board member, Goldstein is an attorney at the
Law Offices of Howard A.
Goldstein, APLC. He served on the
board from 2013-18 and twice
served as president. Goldstein currently chairs the district’s Facilities
and Construction Committee. He
does not have children enrolled in
the district but has lived in Beverly
Hills for 30 years.
Halimi also previously served on
the board – as a student board member in 1999 and 2000. He is the
CEO of Flo Technologies Inc., general manager of the Consumer
Connected Channel and vice president of Smart Transformation for
Fortune Brands Global Plumbing
Group. Halimi does not have children in the BHUSD and has resided
within its boundaries for less than
one year.
An attorney for NBCUniversal,
Lifson’s children attend BHUSD
schools, and she has lived in the
district for 18 years. Lifson does not
have previous governing board
experience but has volunteered at
multiple events at Beverly Hills
schools over the past few years. She
said participating in civic activities
has been a recent goal.
Manouchehri is a self-employed
transactional business and real
estate attorney who has children in
Beverly Hills schools and has lived
in the district off-and-on for 20
years. She is an executive board
member for Beverly Vista Middle
School and a school site committee
member at Hawthorne Elementary
School.
Myers is an attorney at Berjis |
Myers PLC and has resided in the
district for more than two years. He
has a child who attends school in
the district but has no previous
experience on a governing board.
However, Myers serves on the
preschool advisory committee at
his child’s preschool and has interviewed for the BHUSD Citizens’
Bond Oversight Committee.
A physician for Southern
California Permanente Medical

proposal from JLLA, the secondhighest
proposal
received.
Council members hope to work
with JLLA to lessen the scope of
the project, which included a
monthlong slate of events.
JLLA proposed several events,
such as a street fair on Santa
Monica Boulevard, a Pride march,
a pop-up wedding chapel and
movies in the park.
Council members said the city
should consider one weekend of
events, rather than a monthlong
schedule. They feared a month of
events would put a strain on traffic, the city’s budget and the community.
“Anything big happening for
more than one or two days is a lot
to ask of our staff and our residents,” Mayor Lauren Meister
said.
In considering which events
should be held, Mayor Pro
Tempore Sepi Shyne said she
would like to see a street festival,
which proved successful in years
past, and a march included in the
city’s Pride celebrations.
“A march, for me, is very
important because the community
comes out to take part in the
march, and that’s where we
began, in the streets,” she said.
“Everything else has evolved
from that.”
She also said she would support
the inclusion of some of the
smaller-scale proposals, such as
the Women’s Freedom Festival.
Other council members were in
favor of several events throughout a single weekend, so long as
the cost wasn’t too high. The
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The Beverly Hills Unified School District Board of Education has until
Nov. 21 to appoint a new board member.

Group, Reitman has children who
attend BHUSD schools and has
lived in the district for nine years.
Reitman
participated
in
Superintendent of Schools Michael
Bregy’s Think Tank prior to this
school year and serves on the
Hawthorne Elementary site committee.
The board must make an
appointment by Nov. 21, or the Los
Angeles County superintendent of
schools, Debra Duardo, will be
required to order a special election.
However, the public could still
petition to fill the vacancy via special election at district expense,
which would cost approximately
$1 million or more, according to
the Los Angeles County Office of
Education.
Board members agreed to further
discuss the interview process at the
regular meeting on Oct. 26. Margo
suggested that the board begin
interviews during the first week of
November in hopes of having the
vacancy filled by Nov. 21.
Voters can petition for a special
election within 30 days of a board
appointment. According to the
county office of education, petitioners would need to provide 343

signatures to the office, which
would then forward them to the
Los Angeles County RegistrarRecorder/County Clerk for validation.
Prior to approving the final list,
board members advocated for various candidates. Student board
member Eli Ramer praised Halimi,
a former student board member.
“While he has just moved back
into the community, I think he has
a good idea of what’s going on and
also a good idea of how the board
works,” Ramer said. “I think that
previous experience on the board,
even as a student board member,
would be beneficial.”
Dr. Amanda Stern also lobbied
for Halimi, as well as Goldstein
and Friedman, who Margo also
praised. Board President Rachelle
Marcus said she could not support
Goldstein due to issues between
the two during his time on the
board.
Additionally, the board voted to
appoint Mary Wells as its newest
vice president. It also approved a
motion to transform the position
into
vice
president/clerk.
Previously, Bregy had served as the
board’s clerk.

Cedars-Sinai to participate in NHI HEALthy Brain study
Cedars-Sinai is joining a nationwide study to investigate how children’s development is impacted by
biological and environmental exposures, especially to opioids, marijuana, alcohol and tobacco, before
and shortly after birth. The goal is
to develop insights that can inform
public policy to improve the health
of children across the nation.
The HEALthy Brain and
Child Development Study of the
National Institutes of Health will
establish a large cohort of pregnant
women and follow them and their
children for at least 10 years.
Findings from the cohort will
provide a template of normative
neurodevelopment in order to
assess how prenatal and perinatal
exposures to substances and environments may alter children’s
developmental trajectories. The
research infrastructure can also be
leveraged for urgent health needs,
such as the current impact of the
COVID-19 pandemic on development, or future health and environmental crises.
“This study is important because
little is known about the typical
brain development of children in
their first decade – a period that
lays the foundation for the whole

photo courtesy of Cedars-Sinai

Dr. Kimberly Gregory is a co-principal investigator on the National
Institutes of Health grant to support the HEALthy Brain and Child
Development Study.

life – and even less about how prenatal and perinatal drug exposures
might affect that process,” said Dr.
Wei Gao, director of neuroimaging
research
at
the Biomedical
Imaging Research Institute at
Cedars-Sinai. “The earlier we can
identify children at risk for problems, the more quickly we can
begin to intervene and optimize
outcomes.”
Gao is the project director and

principal investigator for an initial
five-year, $5.8 million NIH grant to
support research for the HBCD
study that will be conducted by
Cedars-Sinai and two other institutions, which will enroll pregnant
women and their children in the Los
Angeles region. Cedars-Sinai is one
of 25 such research sites across the
nation in the NIH Healthy Brain
and
Child
Development
Consortium.

JLLA proposal included a financial model that would allow an
offset of the city’s expenditures
through multiple sources, including ticket sales and sponsorships,
which D’Amico said could help
the city recoup its initial investment.
Council members also debated
which weekend the celebrations
should be held, with many in
favor of the end of June so the
city’s One City One Pride
LGBTQ Arts Festival can culminate with the Pride celebration.
One City One Pride runs for 40
days each year, from Harvey Milk
Day on May 22 through June 30.
Though they acknowledge the
celebration may be smaller than
in previous years, council members said that as the city’s Pride
event continues, the events could
get larger.
“I think that starting with a single day event plus a Pride parade
is how we can start to build on our
own version of what Pride looks
like in WeHo,” Councilwoman
Lindsey Horvath said. “We can
focus on making it communityoriented and then will be able to
grow it based on success and
community input.”
Council members were still
undecided on a date for the Pride
events, though the request for
proposal states the date will be
determined no later than Nov. 15.
City staff will now work with
JLLA to draft new plans for the
event. The plans will then go to
the Pride Subcommittee before
receiving final approval from the
City Council.

City of L.A. joins leadership program
The Los Angeles County
Department of Arts and Culture
and the city of Los Angeles
Department of Cultural Affairs has
joined several international cities
that have been chosen for the
World Cities Culture Forum’s
Global Leadership Exchange
Program.
The WCCF exchange program
tackles global issues including culture as an expression of democratic
participation, providing access to
creative space, addressing risk at
cultural institutions and allocating
funding that supports diverse art
forms.
For the next two years, participating government and creative
leaders will work to find innovative solutions to challenges in the
creative sector, including inequity
and economic hardship intensified
by COVID-19.
L.A. joins an 18-city collective
with
Amsterdam,
Austin,
Barcelona, Chengdu, Lagos,
Lisbon, London, Melbourne,
Milan, Montreal, New York, Paris,
Stockholm, Sydney, Vienna,
Warsaw and Zurich in the project.
The Leadership Program is supported
by
Bloomberg
Philanthropies and Google Arts
and Culture.
The L.A. County Department of
Arts and Culture and the Los
Angeles Department of Cultural
Affairs will have a principal role in
two projects – a multi-city cultural
data mapping exchange to share
best practices in data collection
and mapping cultural assets, activities and participation to support
arts and culture; and a “Cultural
Olympiad” two-way exchange
between Los Angeles county and

city and their Paris counterparts to
embed frameworks for cultural
equity and inclusion in the 2024
and 2028 Olympics.
The goal is to exchange ideas to
strengthen support for culture. Arts
and culture are increasingly understood by major cities around the
world not only as an important sector, but also as a way to support
beneficial outcomes and address
local and global challenges, from
climate change to tourism to public
health.
“Cultural mapping helps us
understand how our resources can
be more equitably distributed
throughout Los Angeles County,”
said L.A. County Board of
Supervisors Chair Hilda Solis, 1st
District. “It is particularly important as the COVID-19 pandemic
has taken a disproportionate toll on
communities of color and devastated economic and social progress
within the creative sector.”
The exchanges will bring
WCCF member cities together to
set the groundwork for policy and
action as a global, cities-led cultural network.
The network will identify best
practices in cultural asset mapping,
creating a supportive foundation
for cities to improve and enhance
support for culture, especially as
they support the arts’ role in crosssector policy development and
pandemic recovery.
A public session will be held virtually for the cultural data mapping
exchange in December. An in-person exchange will be explored for
the Paris/LA Cultural Olympiad in
2022.
For information, visit worldcitiescultureforum.com.
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Metro bike program grows in Hollywood
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Holly Rockwell, senior executive officer with Los Angeles Metro, L.A. City
Councilman Mitch O’Farrell, 13th District, and Marcel Porras, chief sustainability officer with the L.A. Department of Transportation, cut a ceremonial ribbon to celebrate the launch of 12 new Metro Bike Share docking stations in Hollywood.

gram to go as far west as Runyon
Canyon and as far north as the
Hollywood Hills.
L.A. City Councilman Mitch
O’Farrell, 13th District, said the city
has placed an emphasis in recent
years on improving bicycle infrastructure throughout the city.
Planning for the Hollywood Walk of
Fame Master Plan is well underway,
and O’Farrell said it calls for protected bike lanes the entire length of
the Walk of Fame.
“We know that as we get the data
and build the support for better bicycle infrastructure, more people will
come along and support these types
of improvements,” he said. “So,
we’re very excited about that.”
After the expansion, the Metro
Bike Share Program now has 220
docking stations located in downtown L.A., central L.A., West L.A.,
Hollywood and North Hollywood.

The expansion creates a contiguous Metro Bike Share system from
North Hollywood to Boyle Heights
and Exposition Park, which allows
residents a viable non-motorized
mode of transportation, said Marcel
Porras, chief sustainability officer
with the L.A. Department of
Transportation.
“L.A. is a global leader.
Hollywood is sold every night on
TV, and to have these stations here
not just for the Angelenos who live
here, but for when people visit, they
will say, ‘Wow, I thought L.A. was a
car city,’” Porras said. “Well, we’re
proving them wrong.”
Since the launch of the program in
July 2016, more than 1.3 million
trips have been taken, representing
4.3 million miles traveled.
Customers have reduced carbon
dioxide emissions by more than 4
million pounds by pedaling instead

of driving, according to Metro data.
“We at Metro and the city of L.A.
continue to celebrate bicycling as a
sustainable and healthy transportation mode,” Rockwell said. “We are
doing everything we can to improve
conditions for bicyclists in the
region, and we’re very excited about
this next step in our program.”
The program received a 12month, $1.5 million sponsorship
from DoorDash, which enables
Metro to help offset program costs.
As the city works toward a carbon
neutral goal, O’Farrell said programs such as the Metro Bike Share
will help residents lower their carbon footprints.
“We can only go up from here,”
he said. “I encourage everyone to get
on their bikes, ride safely, wear a
helmet and promote bicycling as an
excellent way to navigate through
the city of Los Angeles.”

Councilman denies bribery, fraud allegations

BHPD chief Stainbrook hired
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ing accountable those who abuse
the trust of the people they serve
and who exploit their powerful
positions to obtain benefits at the
expense of taxpayers.”
Ridley-Thomas has denied the
allegations.
“I fully appreciate the importance of the council being able to
conduct its business with minimal
distractions,” Ridley-Thomas said
in an Oct. 18 letter to the City
Council. “With that in mind, and
with deep respect for each of you,
I write to let you know of my
intention to immediately step back
from participating in both full
council and committee meetings. I
look forward to resuming my participation at the earliest appropriate time.”
Following the council’s vote to
suspend him, Ridley-Thomas said
it will negatively impact his constituents.
“[The council has] removed
from action a member – and his
team – who together are among
the most productive and effective
advocates on the crisis of homelessness,” Ridley-Thomas said in a
statement. “I will continue fighting
to clear my name, and I remain
confident that such will be the
case. But in the interim, the council has disenfranchised the residents of the 10th District.”
The criminal charges have had

other ramifications, including the
postponement of an Oct. 27
groundbreaking ceremony for the
Natural
History
Museum’s
Commons Project, which will
include a grand entrance, originally scheduled to be named after
Ridley-Thomas. The board of
supervisors approved the naming
of the entrance last December in
recognition of Ridley-Thomas’s
service to the 2nd District, which
he represented for 12 years until
being elected to the Los Angeles
City Council last November.
“Given the recent news regarding the federal indictment of L.A.
City Council Member and former
L.A. County Supervisor Mark
Ridley-Thomas, [Natural History
Museums of Los Angeles County]
has decided to postpone the Oct.
27 groundbreaking event planned
to celebrate the launch of construction for the NHM Commons
project, which would have
involved Mr. Ridley-Thomas,”
read a statement issued by the
museum. “However, we are moving forward with construction on
the NHM Commons project and
look forward to marking this
important milestone.”
In 2017, when the conspiracy
allegedly
occurred,
RidleyThomas’ son, Sebastian RidleyThomas, was serving as a state
assemblyman and was the subject

of an internal sexual harassment
investigation. Sebastian RidleyThomas stepped down from the
state Assembly in December 2017,
citing unspecified health concerns,
and later allegedly enrolled at USC.
The federal indictment alleges
that then-Supervisor Mark RidleyThomas attempted “to disguise,
conceal and cover up the bribes,
kickbacks and other benefits defendant Ridley-Thomas and [his son]
received,” according to court documents. Flynn allegedly wrote in an
email that she “intend[ed] to open
every door” for Sebastian RidleyThomas, the indictment alleges.
Sebastian Ridley-Thomas was
enrolled at USC for the 2018 spring
and summer terms with a full
scholarship valued at $26,000,
prosecutors allege. Later, the university allegedly offered him a paid
teaching position with a salary of
$50,000.
Both Mark Ridley-Thomas and
Flynn are charged with one count
of conspiracy and one count of
bribery, two counts of mail fraud
and 15 counts of wire fraud. The
conspiracy count alleged in the
indictment carries a maximum
penalty of five years in federal
prison. Each bribery count includes
a possible sentence of 10 years, and
each mail fraud and wire fraud
charge carries a maximum penalty
of 20 years.

L.A. County creates LGBTQQ+ certification program
Los Angeles County has introduced a new certification status to
enhance its Community Business
Enterprise program – the
LGBTQQ+ certification for businesses owned by Lesbian, Gay,
Bisexual, Transgender, Queer and
Questioning individuals.
The LGBTQQ+ certification is
the latest addition to the CBE,
which helps ensure that businesses
owned and controlled by economically- and socially-disadvantaged
individuals are engaged in opportunities to compete for county contracts. The county’s CBE participation goal for county contracts
establishes more inclusive practices into contracting and purchasing, setting a 25% participation
goal for CBE-certified vendors.
To be eligible for LGBTQQ+
certification, a business must be

51% owned and controlled by at
least one or more LGBTQQ individuals. They must also have an
active certification with the
National LGBTQ Chamber of
Commerce or through the Supplier
Clearinghouse as authorized
through the California Public
Utilities Commission.
“The county wants to improve
access to county contracts for
LGBTQ-owned
businesses,”
Supervisor Sheila Kuehl, 3rd
District, said. “We want to make
sure that public resources are fairly
allocated as a part of helping to
strengthen historically disadvantaged communities. L.A. County
stands for inclusion and equity in
its contracting, including our
vibrant LGBTQ communities.”
“I am committed to ensuring that
inclusive and culturally competent

practices are integrated into all
County contracting and procurement policies,” said Chair Hilda L.
Solis. “This is particularly important during the COVID-19 pandemic because of the impact on
LGBTQQ and minority-owned
businesses. I hope this initiative
will further move the County
toward true equity in contracting.
It’s long overdue.”
Supervisor Holly Mitchell, 2nd
District, agreed.
“From our procurement process
to the direct services we provide,
our commitment to acceptance,
equity and doing what’s right must
be unwavering,” she said. “It’s
imperative that we have suppliers
as diverse as the residents we
serve.”
For information, call (323)8813964 or visit bit.ly/LGBTQQCert.

interact in that environment just
appealed to me on a professional
and career level. … And it was
also a chance to go into a community that’s really supportive of law
enforcement and really seems to
have a good direction for the
future.”
Attorney Brad Gage, who filed
numerous lawsuits against the city
and department while Spagnoli
was chief, said he wishes the new
chief success. He also has an ongoing class action lawsuit filed
against the department in relation
to the Rodeo Drive task force.
“I am hopeful that the new
police chief will take on those
problems and help to solve them
and heal the wounds that have
existed, both to members of the
department and also the greater
community,” he said, adding that

he currently has an open case
against the department on behalf
of an employee. However, the allegations of discrimination and retaliation have “tapered a bit” since
Spagnoli resigned, Gage added.
According to information supplied by the city, the internal panel
that interviewed candidates consisted of McDonnell, Rivetti,
Assistant City Manager Nancy
Hunt-Coffey
and
Human
Resources Director Shelley
Ovrom. The 141 applicants were
whittled down to 13 candidates,
and then five were selected to
interview with Beverly Hills City
Council members, community
members and other officials.
One application came from
within the department, but the city
declined to identify the applicant,
citing confidentiality concerns.

L.A. supports small business owners
As part of the National Hispanic
Heritage Month celebration, Public
Works Vice President Aura Garcia
and the Bureau of Contract
Administration
hosted
the
Accessing L.A. RiseWith Virtual
Event on Oct. 14.
Small and diverse business owners and entrepreneurs gathered
online to learn about the city’s
efforts to equip businesses with the
resources needed to learn, evolve
and thrive in a dynamic business
environment. The event was held in
partnership with the Mayor’s
Offices of Budget and Innovation
and Economic Development, the
Los Angeles Economic and
Workforce
Development
Department and the Valley
Economic Alliance.
“We’re thrilled to once again
bring resources, information and
tangible opportunities to our small
and diverse business community
through the Accessing L.A.
RiseWith virtual event,” Garcia
said
During the virtual event, representatives from the Mayor’s Office
of Budget and Innovation’s procurement team presented updates
on the revamped Los Angeles
Business
Assistance
Virtual
Network platform. The Bureau of
Contract Administration also
explained recent changes to the
Local Business Preference Program

for Los Angeles County businesses
that could be eligible for a contracting preference. The programs is for
small businesses and entities working with the hard-to-employ populations.
Representatives from the Los
Angeles Bureau of Engineering,
General Services Department and
Los Angeles Department of Water
and Power also shared information
on upcoming contracting opportunities. The session highlighted the
many tangible opportunities that
exist for businesses interested in
contracting with the city of Los
Angeles.
For information and to view a
recording of the event, visit accessingla.com. For information on the
Bureau of Contract Administration,
visit bca.lacity.org.
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COMPUTER

The

Disc Doc

Computer Problems?

I CAN HELP!

• Troubleshooting
• Lessons
• Purchase Consultation
• Phone Support

Joel Rothman

323.240.5112

TheDiskDoc@mac.com
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Classified
Advertising
email:karen@beverlypress.com

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORY
HARDWARE

HELP WANTED

SCREENS • DOORS
HARDWARE

SALES & INSTALLATIONS
7769 SANTA MONICA BL.

WEST HOLLYWOOD

(323)248-0840
www.tashmans.com

Looking for an experienced office assistant to join our team! The Beverly Press
and Park Labrea News are well-established weekly newspapers covering
hard news for Beverly Hills, West
Hollywood, the Miracle Mile and
Beverly Grove areas of Los Angeles.
Administrative assistant duties include
letters, emails, filing, light bookkeeping,
mailing lists/mail merge. General assistant to the publishers. Compensation
negotiable. Email resume to
michael@beverlypress.com

Since 1961

Family Owned & Operated

UPHOLSTERY

WEBSITE DESIGN

ALAKAZAM

UPHOLSTERY & DRAPERY
le
Affordab
s
e
ic
Pr

Commercial & Residential
Every Style:
Sofas, Chairs, Slipcovers
Replace Feather Proof Lining
Broad Selection of Fabrics,
Draperies & Roman Shades
HIGHEST QUALITY
WORKMANSHIP
Call Rosie for FREE Estimate
310-491-8409
West Hollywood

mackeycreativelab.com
info@mackeycreativelab.com

DOG WALKER

To our new readers:

We hope you’ve enjoyed receiving the Beverly Press for the past 3 weeks.
To guarantee continued delivery, subscribe NOW!

2

Ways to subscribe

1. Sign up for an annual mail subscription for $75 per year.
Go to https://beverlypress.com/register/

COOPER K-9
DOG WALKER

Subscribe now & receive a complimentary copy of
“Our People Our Places” magazine!

• Leash Manner Training
• Socialization, Structure,
Exercise
• Insured, Certified
AKC Good Citizen Trainer

2. Or Receive the Beverly Press with your
Los Angeles Times subscription.

323.393.5238

Go to www.latimes.com/getoffer
Enter code 9003

latty@cooperk-9.com
Google: Latty Cooper
as seen on YouTube!

Crossword Puzzle by Myles Mellor
Across

Spices • Blooms
Baskets
Special Occasion Flowers
Signature Spice
Coastal Mediterranean
Blend
Fiesta Blend
Steak & Burger Blend
The Italian One
Sunday Supper
emilyjilgco.com
a lifestyle brand

1. Bluish green
5. Legend
9. Femme fatale
13. Western wolves
15. Mumbai royal
16. It’s not good
17. Go-between
18. Wild goat
19. Zero
20. Trees
22. Amazed
23. Tool for a duel
24. Kapow!
26. Incomplete jury
29. Some potatoes
31. Calypso alternative
34. Drenched
36. African nut
37. Seabird
38. Baker’s serving
42. Shriek in a comic strip
43. Opening
44. Smidgens
45. E.R. figures
46. Big talker
49. Aria, e.g.
50. Sacks
51. Bangkok native
53. Partitions
56. Sifts through
60. Resort town near Santa Barbara

61. Morrison or Braxton
64. Siouan “dwelling”
65. “Buddenbrooks” author
66. Rant and rave
67. Newton or Stern
68. Fostered
69. “___ never fly!”
70. Some cameras, abbr.
Down
1. Lacerate
2. Cartoon bear
3. Brother of Cain
4. Not for court
5. Having colors of the rainbow
6. NYC transport
7. Still alone
8. Nothing
9. Poison
10. Swear to
11. Go underground
12. Responded in court
14. “___! In The Name of Love”
21. Chinese dynasty
22. Japanese condiment
24. “Slow down!”
25. ‘‘Felix ___’’ (George Eliot title)
26. Hemmed and ____
27. Guide with a penlight
28. Recesses
30. Biting
31. Look after

32. African pen
33. “___ to bed”
35. Anchors
39. Blue dye
40. “Bonanza” brother
41. Flush
47. Freely
48. Phone trio
50. Dazzle
52. Opposed party
53. Starting place

54. Cracked
55. Bowling alley
57. Iridescent gem
58. Become tiresome
59. Minute’s part
61. Cycle preceder
62. Meal source
63. None
answers on page 26
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